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ABSTRACT
Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble for Class Imbalance Problem
by
SENG Kruy
Master of Philosophy

In data mining, classiﬁcation is a task to build a model which classiﬁes data
into a given set of categories. Most classiﬁcation algorithms assume the class
distribution of data to be roughly balanced. In real-life applications such as
direct marketing, fraud detection and churn prediction, class imbalance problem
usually occurs. Class imbalance problem is referred to the issue that the number
of examples belonging to a class is signiﬁcantly greater than those of the others.
When training a standard classiﬁer with class imbalance data, the classiﬁer is
usually biased toward majority class. However, minority class is the class of
interest and more signiﬁcant than the majority class. In the literature, existing
methods such as data-level, algorithmic-level and cost-sensitive learning have been
proposed to address this problem. The experiments discussed in these studies
were usually conducted on relatively small data sets or even on artiﬁcial data.
The performance of the methods on modern real-life data sets, which are more
complicated, is unclear.
In this research, we study the background and some of the state-of-the-art
approaches which handle class imbalance problem. We also propose two costsensitive methods to address class imbalance problem, namely Cost-Sensitive
Deep Neural Network (CSDNN) and Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble (CSDE). CSDNN is a deep neural network based on Stacked Denoising
Autoencoders (SDAE). We propose CSDNN by incorporating cost information
of majority and minority class into the cost function of SDAE to make it costsensitive. Another proposed method, CSDE, is an ensemble learning version of
CSDNN which is proposed to improve the generalization performance on class
imbalance problem. In the ﬁrst step, a deep neural network based on SDAE is
created for layer-wise feature extraction. Next, we perform Bagging’s resampling
procedure with undersampling to split training data into a number of bootstrap
samples. In the third step, we apply a layer-wise feature extraction method to
extract new feature samples from each of the hidden layer(s) of the SDAE. Lastly,
the ensemble learning is performed by using each of the new feature samples to
train a CSDNN classiﬁer with random cost vector.
Experiments are conducted to compare the proposed methods with the existing methods. We examine their performance on real-life data sets in business
domains. The results show that the proposed methods obtain promising results
in handling class imbalance problem and also outperform all the other compared
methods.
There are three major contributions to this work. First, we proposed CSDNN method in which misclassiﬁcation costs are considered in training process.
Second, we incorporate random undersampling with layer-wise feature extraction

to perform ensemble learning. Third, this is the ﬁrst work that conducts experiments on class imbalance problem using large real-life data sets in diﬀerent
business domains ranging from direct marketing, churn prediction, credit scoring,
fraud detection to fake review detection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Overview

With the increasing availability of data and computational power of computers,
the ﬁelds of machine learning and data mining have become an attractive research
topic. In data mining, classiﬁcation is deﬁned as a task of classifying examples
into a given set of categories (i.e. class labels). By convention, the term classiﬁcation is also used interchangeably with prediction. The model created by
the classiﬁcation task is called a classiﬁer. In this research, we focus on binary
classiﬁcation which is a task of classifying examples into two categories, namely
positive class and negative class. A classiﬁer improves its classiﬁcation performance by learning from a given set of data called training set or training data.
A training data consists of examples in which each of the examples is formed
by a set of attributes (i.e. input features) and a corresponding class labels (i.e.
positive or negative class).
Classiﬁcation is one of the most popular tasks in data mining. It has been
widely applied to various applications ranging from fraud detection, churn prediction, direct marketing, spam ﬁltering, image recognition to speech recognition. Over the past decades, a number of classiﬁcation algorithms have been
proposed such as C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993), Support Vector Machine (Cortes and
Vapnik, 1995), Naive Bayes Classiﬁers, Neural Network, Classiﬁcation and Regression Tree (Breiman et al., 1984), K-nearest neighbor (Altman, 1992), and
AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire, 1997). These standard algorithms learn generalpurpose and accuracy-oriented classiﬁers which are based on the assumption that
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the distribution of class labels is roughly balanced (i.e. the number of positive
examples is roughly equal to the number of negative examples). For example, to
create a classiﬁer for fraud detection problem, a standard classiﬁcation algorithm
usually requires a training set in which approximately half of the examples are
the examples of fraudulent cases, and the rest are the examples of non-fraudulent
cases. In real-life applications, the class distribution of data is usually skewed.
The ratio of positive class to negative class can be 1 to 100, 1 to 1,000, 1 to 10,000
or even more (Chawla et al., 2004). This phenomenon is called class imbalance
problem. This problem is a common issue in data mining which occurs when the
number of examples belonging to each class is not approximately equal (Domingos, 1999; Maloof, 2003). Conventionally, the class possessing a larger number
of examples is called majority or negative class, while the class with a smaller
number of examples is called minority or positive class. The data consists of
imbalanced class distribution is called class imbalance data.
When training a standard classiﬁer with class imbalance data, the classiﬁer
is usually biased toward majority class (i.e. the classiﬁer obtains high accuracy
on majority class and low accuracy on minority class). The number of minority
class examples is too small that it provides insuﬃcient knowledge or information
for the classiﬁer to diﬀerentiate the minority class from majority class. Since the
learning process treats diﬀerent classes equally and the number of majority class
examples is much larger, the classiﬁer ignores the concept learning on minority
class. As a result, the classiﬁer biasedly labels most of the examples as majority
class.
It is impractical when a classiﬁer focuses only on majority class examples
and ignores the minority class examples. Regardless of how imbalanced the class
distribution is, the minority class usually is the class of interest and more important. Correctly classifying minority class examples has greater values than
the other case (Sun et al., 2007). In training process, optimization algorithm
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iteratively minimizes the training error by comparing the predicted results with
the actual results from training data. Most algorithms assume an equal cost for
the training errors of minority and majority class. However, in most applications,
misclassifying a minority class example exhibits a greater cost than misclassifying
a majority class example. For example, in cancer detection, if a cancer patient is
classiﬁed as having no cancer, there would be a life-threatening cost. However,
if a patient does not have cancer but is classiﬁed as having cancer, the patient
might undergo cancer screening for further evaluation. Since it is more crucial to
identify minority class examples (e.g. cancer patient), a classiﬁer which produces
high accuracy in predicting minority class examples is preferable.

1.2

Research Motivation

Class imbalance problem causes performance bottleneck for standard machine
learning and data mining techniques. For the last two decades, continuing research has been conducted to solve this problem. However, this ﬁeld of study is
still a focus of intense research (Krawczyk, 2016). In 2000 and 2003, two workshops on class imbalance problem were held at Association for the Advancement
of Artiﬁcial Intelligence and International Conference on Machine Learning. A
number of methods were proposed and focused on two directions: data-level and
algorithmic-level. Data-level is referred to resampling data points into diﬀerent
distribution by techniques such as oversampling and undersampling. The idea of
oversampling is to generate the underrepresented class examples (i.e. minority
class examples) by replicating or creating new synthetic examples based on the
characteristic of existing minority class examples (Chawla et al., 2002; Han et al.,
2005; He et al., 2008; Barua et al., 2014; Douzas and Bacao, 2018). Conversely,
the undersampling method is referred to re-balancing the class distribution by discarding majority class examples randomly or heuristically (Tomek, 1976; Kubat
et al., 1997; Hart, 1968; Wilson, 1972; Laurikkala, 2001). An obvious advantage
3

of undersampling and oversampling is that the new sampling training data can
be applied to any learning algorithms. However, data-level approaches also have
shortcomings. The oversampling method causes computational burden and overﬁtting problem. The undersampling method might cause important information
loss (Chawla et al., 2002; Krawczyk, 2016). Algorithmic-level approaches focus on
modifying learning algorithms to reduce the biased performance toward majority
class examples and improve the accuracy of the minority class examples. The
approaches include adaptive cost function, boosting, feature extraction and costsensitive (Akbani et al., 2004; Wang and Japkowicz, 2009; Anand et al., 1993;
Kukar and Kononenko, 1998; Chawla et al., 2003; Cui et al., 2012; Fan et al.,
1999).
Neural Network (NN) is a computational model for classiﬁcation inspired by
the neural structures of the human brain. Neural network is formed by an input
layer, hidden layer(s) and an output layer. These layers are connected to one
another to learn complex relationships from data. Deep Neural Network (DNN)
is a powerful type of neural network with many hidden layers which could model
more complex non-linear relationships than the neural network does (Erhan et al.,
2010). However, using a traditional learning method of neural network to train a
DNN usually faces the unstable gradient problem which causes the performance
of a DNN to be stuck in local optima. Hinton et al. (2006); Bengio et al. (2007)
proposed a method to eﬀectively train DNN. This breakthrough has enabled
a number of successful applications of DNN in several ﬁelds. Stacked Denoising Autoencoders (SDAE) is a variant of deep neural network algorithm which
exploits two-stage training process: pre-training and ﬁne-tuning stage (Vincent
and Larochelle, 2010). Pre-training is an unsupervised learning method which
produces a number of high-level and low-level input representations which can
be used as the initialized weights for training deep neural network. SDAE has
been successfully applied to areas such as cancer detection (Danaee et al., 2016),
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handwritten digit recognition (Vincent and Larochelle, 2010), speech recognition
(Deng et al., 2010), speech enhancement (Lu et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2014),
collaborative ﬁltering (Strub and Jeremie, 2015), and patient prediction (Miotto
et al., 2016). SDAE is an accuracy-oriented algorithm which is used for general
classiﬁcation problems. Therefore, the potential of SDAE on class imbalance
problem is worth studying. In this regard, we propose Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network (CSDNN) that incorporates the cost information of majority and
minority class to make SDAE cost-sensitive. A predeﬁned cost vector is used to
adjust the sensitivity of CSDNN on the majority and minority class.
Ensemble learning is a learning method which builds a collection of classiﬁers
(i.e. base learners) and combines the strength of these classiﬁers in some way
(e.g. by a voting scheme) to classify new examples (Dietterich, 2000). It is
also suggested that ensemble learning improves generalization performance of a
single classiﬁer. Bootstrap Aggregating (Bagging) (Breiman, 1996) is a successful
ensemble learning method that trains each base learner with a diﬀerent subset
resampled from the training data. The performance of bagging depends not only
on the accuracies of the base learners but also the diversities in the ensemble.
CSDNN could be adjusted to produce bias toward any of the two classes by
assigning diﬀerent costs to the cost vector. This feature of CSDNN is expected
to produce better generalization performance when it is used as the base learners
in the ensemble.
Although there are many research studies for class imbalance problem, the
experiments discussed in these studies were usually conducted on relatively small
data sets or even on artiﬁcial data. In this work, we propose an ensemble method
called Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble (CSDE) to address class
imbalance problem and conduct comparative studies to compare its performance
with existing methods on large real-life data sets. This is the ﬁrst work that
conducts experiment for class imbalance problem on real-life application data in
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diﬀerent business domains ranging from direct marketing, churn prediction, credit
scoring, fraud detection to fake review detection.

1.3

Organization of The Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a brief introduction of machine
learning and data mining concepts are described. Some applications of data
mining, the deﬁnition of class imbalance problem and the existing methods are
also discussed. In Chapter 3, we present the related algorithms and the detailed
of our proposed algorithms: CSDNN and CSDE. In Chapter 4, we present the
experiments and results of our proposed methods and the other methods on class
imbalance problem. In Chapter 5, we apply the proposed method to solve fake
review detection. In Chapter 6, we present our research conclusion, contributions,
limitations and future work of studies.

6

Chapter 2

Backgrounds

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes the background of
machine learning and the three types of machine learning algorithms. Section 2.2
describes the relationships between data mining and machine learning. Section
2.3 introduces common applications of data mining in business ﬁelds. Section 2.4
deﬁnes class imbalance problem and its impacts. Section 2.5 discusses the related
works in addressing class imbalance problem.

2.1

Machine Learning

Conventional computer programs work by following a set of instructions assigned
by the programmer to perform a given task. In other words, computer programs
can execute and solve only the problems that have been deﬁned. The ﬁeld of
machine learning focuses on how to develop computer programs with abilities
to automatically learn and improve from experiences without being explicitly
programmed. Mitchell (1997) deﬁned machine learning: “A computer program
is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and
performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P,
improves with experience E.” These three elements (i.e. task T, performance P,
experience E) must be clearly deﬁned to form a well-deﬁned learning problem.
Some examples of learning problems are:
• A house price prediction problem:
– Task T : predicting the price of houses.
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– Performance P : the diﬀerence between the predicted prices and the
actual prices.
– Experience E: a database containing attributes of houses and their
actual prices.
• A telecommunication company churn prediction problem:
– Task T : identify customers who are likely to end their subscription
and those who are not.
– Performance P : the percentage of customers who are correctly classiﬁed.
– Experience E: a database of the previous and current customers records
with labels.
• Playing a game of Go problem:
– Task T : playing Go.
– Performance P : the percentage of winning the game.
– Experience E: playing the game against itself.
Machine learning is a multidisciplinary ﬁeld which is closely related to information theory, artiﬁcial intelligence, statistics and probabilities, computational
complexity theory, neurobiology, and other ﬁelds (Mitchell, 1997). For the last
decade, machine learning has been successfully applied to many applications
ranging from ﬁnancial fraud detection (Li and Wong, 2015), image recognition
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012), speech recognition (Deng et al., 2010) to self-driving
vehicle (Bojarski et al., 2016). Depending on the types of experiences given, most
machine learning algorithms are often categorized into three types: supervised
learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning.
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2.1.1

Supervised Learning

Supervised learning is a learning method that takes input data in the form of
D = {(x1 , y2 ), (x2 , y2 )...(xN , yN )} and uses an algorithm to learn a hypothesis
function h(xi ) which predicts or approximates the value of yi . xi denotes a vector
of attributes or input features, yi is the corresponding target output or desired
output. This type of learning is called supervised learning because the process
of learning is supervised by training data. Training data provided to supervised
learning algorithms must be included with the target outputs so that the algorithms could iteratively learn to produce the correct predictions. Supervised
learning algorithms discover the relationships between the attributes and the target outputs in training data and express these relationships in the form of a model
(Maimon and Rokach, 2009). The model can be used to make predictions on new
unseen data. Distinguished by the types of outputs, supervised learning can be
divided into two tasks: classiﬁcation and regression.
Regression is a task which learns a function h that takes a vector of input
features x ∈ Rm (m is the number of features in x) and predicts a real-value
y ∈ R as its output. In other words, we use regression when the target output
that we want to predict is a continuous or scalar value. For example, a regression
model is applied to stock data to predict the future stock price and weather
data to predict temperature. One common algorithm for regression task is linear
regression. A linear regression model assumes that the relationship between the
input features and the target output is linear (Hastie et al., 2009). This model
has a good comprehensibility and is widely used in forecasting and measuring
the degree of relationship between the input features and the target variable. A
general hypothesis for linear regression can be deﬁned as:
hθ (x) = θ0 + θ1 x(1) + θ2 x(2) + ...θn x(n)
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(2.1)

where θi is the weights or parameters, x(i) is the i feature of an input x. The
weights control the behavior of the model. If the weight θ1 is large, it implies
that the feature x(1) has an important eﬀect on the model. If θ1 is zero, then x(1)
does not aﬀect the model. During training the weight θi are adjusted to improve
the predictions so as to minimize the cost function:
1
(hθ (xi ) − yi )2
J(θ) =
2 i=1
N

(2.2)

where N is the total number of inputs or examples.
Classiﬁcation is one of the most popular types of supervised learning tasks.
Classiﬁcation searches for a function h that takes a vector of input features xi and
predicts a class label or discrete value yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} as its output. In handwritten digit recognition, we build a machine learning model to automatically classify
handwritten images of digits ranging from 0 to 9. Therefore, the output of the
function h is to predict the class label yi ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., 9}. In fraud detection,
yi ∈ {0, 1} where ’0‘ and ’1‘ can be deﬁned as fraudulent and non-fraudulent
class respectively. When k = 2, the classiﬁcation is called binary classiﬁcation.
The deﬁnitions and structures described here cover most cases, but a diﬀerent
application might require a new design.
Logistic regression (LR) is a popular binary classiﬁcation algorithm. It uses
a hypothesis function which is similar to that of linear regression. The diﬀerence between the two hypotheses is that the output of logistic regression is a
value between 0 and 1. This output constraint can be achieved by wrapping the
hypothesis function h(x) with a sigmoid function (2.4) as in (2.3).
hθ (x) = σ(θ0 + θ1 x(1) + θ2 x(2) + ...θn x(n) ) =

1
1+

e−(θ0 +θ1 x(1) +θ2 x(2) +...θn x(n) )

(2.3)

where
σ(z) =

1
1 + e−z
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(2.4)

Figure 2.1: A Sigmoid or Logistic function curve.
A sigmoid function or logistic function (2.4) is an S-shaped curve (as shown in
Figure 2.1) which takes on value z as a real number and return a value between 0
and 1. A logistic regression model can be learned by maximizing the log-likelihood
(2.5) using the gradient descent algorithm.

l(θ) =

N


yi log h(xi ) + (1 − yi ) log(1 − h(xi ))

(2.5)

i=1

2.1.2

Unsupervised Learning

Supervised learning algorithms take input features and target outputs of examples
to guide the algorithms how to correctly perform prediction task. In some cases,
the target outputs are not available, and this type of data set can be learned by
using unsupervised learning algorithms. In unsupervised learning, target outputs
are not provided in the input data (i.e., D = {x1 , x2 , ..., xN } ). Unsupervised
learning algorithms discover useful properties and structures of data without being guided by target outputs in data (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
One example of unsupervised learning is clustering. Clustering separates data
from a single cluster into a number of clusters in which each cluster possesses
diﬀerent properties. Clustering method creates a model expressed in term of
11

cluster centers, sizes and shapes. These properties are very useful for encoding
data and reducing the size of data storing (Michie et al., 1994). K-mean algorithm
is a traditional distance-based clustering method which uses Euclidean distance as
an evaluation metric (i.e. the closer of the two objects, the greater the similarity).
Given t as the number of clusters and N as the total number of examples, K-mean
separates N examples into the corresponding cluster {1, 2, , k} depending on the
similarity of each example. The procedure is simple and easy to implement. The
initial choice of cluster centers aﬀects the K-mean in a way that clustering can
be very diﬀerent by starting from diﬀerent centers.
Another example of unsupervised learning is to generate simpler or more accessible representations of input data that still preserve much information of the
original data (Goodfellow et al., 2016). A simpler representation can be deﬁned as a lower-dimensional representation. Low-dimensional representation or
dimensionality reduction could reduce the dependencies between features. The
dimensions of data can be reduced by removing redundancy features, and thus
new representation can achieve high compression. Principle Components Analysis
(PCA) (Hotelling, 1933) is a popular dimensionality reduction and data compression algorithm. Given a set of data points in the form of matrix M . The idea
is to compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix M T M .
The eigenvalue corresponding to each eigenvector represents the variance of data
points in the direction of its eigenvector. The eigenvector with the most spread
out (i.e. with the largest eigenvalue) is the ﬁrst principle component which contains the most information of the data. The principle component with the least
eigenvalue contains the least information of data. For dimensionality reduction
purpose, we select only some eigenvectors with high eigenvalue and drop those
with smaller eigenvalues. The matrix of these selected eigenvectors is applied
to the original data matrix M which can be thought of a rigid rotation in a
high-dimensional space (Leskovec et al., 2014). PCA transforms data into a rep-
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resentation where the features are mutually uncorrelated.
2.1.3

Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning does not experience a ﬁxed data set as in supervised and
unsupervised learning. Reinforcement learning learns by interacting with its environment so that it creates a feedback loop from the environment to the learning
agent. This kind of interaction creates an immense amount of information about
the causes and eﬀects, the results of actions and what actions to perform to reach
the goal (Sutton and Barto, 1998). Intuitively, the learner starts in a random
state, and it does not know what action to take, but to perform a random action.
The consequence of an action returned to the agent as a reward and a new state.
Based on the new state, the learning agent has to choose a new action which will
produce high rewards in long-term (Harmon and Harmon, 1996). Basically, an
agent is anything that performs actions. In chess game, a player is an agent that
selects and moves a chess piece. Action is a collection of all possible decisions or
moves that the agent can perform. Environment is the world that the agent interacts. For example, in self-driving vehicle task, the action includes steering left,
steering right, hitting the brake, and accelerating the speed. The environments
are the roads, pedestrians, other vehicles, traﬃc light and others.
There are three fundamental elements in reinforcement learning system: policy, reward function and value function. A policy deﬁnes what action the agent
should take given the current state of the environment, or it is a mapping from
state to action. Policy can be deterministic or stochastic. The stochastic policy
can be deﬁned as a distribution π(action|state). The deterministic policy can be
represented as a function f : state → action. Policy is the core of reinforcement
learning system. A reward function is a concept that deﬁnes the goal of learning.
It is a function mapping from state/action pair to a scalar value called a reward.
A reward deﬁnes how good or bad an action is, and it is used to improve the
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policy. Given a state and an action, if the reward function returns low reward,
the policy function selects the other action that achieves high reward. A reward
is often given directly by the environment. A value function is a mapping from
state to state value (f : state → state value). A state value can be deﬁned as the
total reward which is expected to receive from current state to a terminal state
(Harmon and Harmon, 1996). The diﬀerence between state value and a reward
is that a reward determines if an action is good or bad in an immediate sense
while the state value focuses on the quality of an action in long-term. An optimal
policy is the policy that maximizes the state value. We prefer the action that
results in the highest state value in long term rather than an immediate highest
reward. For instance, we refuse an action leading to a state which receives a high
reward but has a low state value because this state could be followed by the states
that produce low rewards. The value function is also deﬁned as the predicting
function of the reward, and it can be approximated using a look-up table, neural
network or some other estimate functions.

2.2

Data Mining and Machine Learning

By deﬁnition, data mining is “the process that uses statistical, mathematical,
artiﬁcial intelligence, and machine learning technique to extract and identify useful information and subsequently gain knowledge from large databases” (Turban
et al., 2011). Data mining has a close relationship with machine learning. Machine learning can be regarded as one of data mining approaches. The availabilities of computing power have enabled the machine learning ﬁeld to be developed
at a fast pace. Many machine learning algorithms become more powerful, eﬃcient and popular that they are often applied to data mining process. Since there
is no common agreement on the diﬀerence between data mining and machine
learning, the term data mining and machine learning sometimes are confusing
and interchangeably used.
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Machine learning often focuses on designing algorithms that automatically
learn from training data to perform predictions. Some data mining tasks are
required to discover the properties, causal eﬀects and the relationships between
features in data. To some extent, machine learning algorithms are restricted to
interpret these relationships. For instance, neural network is a powerful machine
learning algorithm that could approximate linear and non-linear functions on
complex problems. However, this is done at a more “unconscious” level which
causes the learned concepts non-transparent (Michie et al., 1994). Neural network
is often criticized for it is a black box method which is lacking comprehensibility.
For these reasons, some data mining tasks need to use other mathematical and
statistical approaches such as linear and logistic regression. Data mining usually
has broader objectives than machine learning. Data mining aims for discovering
useful pattern from large data through prediction, visualization, statistical analysis. The process of knowledge discovery in data mining can be automatic or
semi-automatic (Witten et al., 2016).

2.3

Applications of Data Mining in Business

Data is growing at remarkable rates for the last two decades. It is a result of digital
transformation of businesses and the availabilities of aﬀordable and powerful data
storage systems. Business organizations around the world collect massive amount
of data from sale transactions, customer records, bank transactions, social media,
and product reviews. Along with the advancement of computing technology,
powerful data mining techniques could transform these huge collections of data
into valuable knowledge. Data mining applications in business have also become
popular in research communities.
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2.3.1

Fraud Detection

Financial fraud is one of the major crimes which receives much attention from
ﬁnancial industries to seek for preventions and detection measures. Financial
fraud can be deﬁned as “a deliberate act or deliberate to act that is contrary to
law, rule, or policy with intent to obtain unauthorized ﬁnancial beneﬁt” (Wang
et al., 2007). Financial fraud has resulted in massive losses, destabilized economy
which aﬀects industries and people’s cost of living (Ngai et al., 2011).
Various data mining approaches have been applied to fraud detection including neural network (Ravisankar et al., 2011; Bhattacharyya et al., 2011; Kirkos
et al., 2007; Fanning and Cogger, 1998), decision tree (Kirkos et al., 2007), support
vector machine (Chen et al., 2006; Bhattacharyya et al., 2011), logistic regression
(Ravisankar et al., 2011; Bhattacharyya et al., 2011; Viaene et al., 2007). Most
methods are applied on small and balanced data sets (Ravisankar et al., 2011;
Kirkos et al., 2007; Fanning and Cogger, 1998; Gaganis, 2009). A few methods are
applied on imbalanced data set where the number of non-fraudulent cases is signiﬁcantly larger than that of fraudulent cases (Chen et al., 2006; Bhattacharyya
et al., 2011).
The study in Bhattacharyya et al. (2011) compared three data mining methods such as logistic regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), and random
forests (Breiman, 2001) on a data set of credit card transactions. An undersampling method was applied to handle class imbalance problem. The evaluation
results showed that Random Forests has a better performance across 7 performance measures such as accuracy, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, precision, AUC (Area
Under Roc Curve), F-score, and G-mean. Viaene et al. (2007) compared costinsensitive and cost-sensitive Logistic Regression to predict automobile insurance
fraud of a Spanish insurance ﬁrm. The results led to the conclusion that without
cost information the expected cost of fraudulent claim can be positive which is
unproﬁtable for the company. When incorporating the cost information or claim
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amount information at screening time, the model could increase the expected
proﬁt. Cecchini et al. (2010) proposed a SVM method for detecting “management” fraud. They introduced a custom kernel which is speciﬁc to the domain of
ﬁnance and be able to cope with class imbalance problem. The method obtained
0.8 in true positive rate and 0.906 in true negative rate. Fanning and Cogger
(1998) proposed a self-organized neural network to detect corporate fraud. They
used 20 attributes including board size, the percentage of outsider CEO, the existence of audit committee, and others from publicly available data. Ravisankar
et al. (2011) performed a comparative study of data mining methods on ﬁnancial
statement fraud on 202 Chinese companies. The methods such as NN, SVM, Genetic Programming (GP), LR, Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) were tested
with and without t-statistic based feature selection. Without feature selection,
PNN outperformed the other methods. With feature selection, GP and PNN
obtained an equal accuracy.
2.3.2

Churn Prediction

Customer churn is referred to the task of identifying customers who are intending
to change to a competing service provider (Tsai and Lu, 2010). For instance, a
telecommunication company lost their revenues due to their customers cancelled
the subscriptions and subscribed with the other companies which provide better
price, support and product quality. Customer retention is one of the key issues for
every business since customer churning will likely result in the loss of businesses.
In most cases, the cost of acquiring new customers are much higher than the
cost of retaining current customers. A slight increase rate in retaining existing
customers can increase in revenues and proﬁts signiﬁcantly (Almana et al., 2014).
It is important for companies to build an accurate predictive model for customer
churn. Having prediction results, companies could set up special promotions or
oﬀers to those customers who are likely to change to other service providers.
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Researchers have been using data mining methods to create customer churn
prediction models. Survey studies of churn prediction using data mining techniques can be found in Khodabandehlou (2017); Tsai and Lu (2010); Verbeke
et al. (2012). According to Tsai and Lu (2010), among all the literature, telecommunication industry is the most popular domain which has been studied by many
researchers because of its huge number of users and data. Yu et al. (2018) proposed particle classiﬁcation optimization for churn prediction (PBCCP) based on
particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Kennedy, 2011). PBCCP evolves a group of
particles which are the vector of weights and thresholds of neural networks. The
purpose is to pre-train the parameters of the neural networks so that it avoids
from converging to local optima. At the end of iterations, the best particle is
then used to initialize a one-layer neural network for further training using the
backpropagation algorithm. The method was trained on a balanced data set of
seven features such as user creation time, basic charge of the plan, total call time,
number of calls, toll charges, ratio of in/out calls, and the number of dropped
calls. De Caigny et al. (2018) proposed a two phases hybrid method by using
decision tree and logistic regression. The main idea of the proposed method is to
construct multiple models based on diﬀerent subsets of data which could achieve
better performance. Decision tree is constructed in the ﬁrst phase to identify
homogeneous customer segments, and in the second step, logistic regression is applied to each of the segments to create a predictive model. The method produced
better performance than the standalone decision tree and logistic regression.
Lu et al. (2014) proposed an algorithm based on boosting which takes advantage of the weight assigned by the boosting algorithm to separate the customers
into two clusters. After training with the boosting algorithm, the weight of each
example is ﬁtted to a normal distribution. All churned examples which have
weight greater than 95% of the population are formed as a cluster, and the rest
of churned customers are formed as another cluster. Next, logistic regressions are
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used on the examples in these two clusters to learn models.
The methods using ensemble learning can be found in Xie et al. (2009); Glady
et al. (2009); Kim (2006); De Bock and Van den Poel (2011). Kim (2006) studied
the eﬀect of variable selection and class distribution on classiﬁer performance in
CRM program. The author compares four version of classiﬁers: NN, LR, NN
ensemble and LR ensemble. The results indicated that both ensemble versions
perform better than the others.
2.3.3

Direct Marketing

Marketing campaigns are most eﬀective when they reach the right customers.
Many companies regard direct marketing as one of the most important strategies
to communicate with the individual customers to get eﬀective response so as to
increase sales, improve proﬁtability and reduce cost (Cui et al., 2006; Liao et al.,
2011). Meanwhile, the customer response modelling becomes a top priority in
direct marketing. Response modelling aims for identifying customers who are
likely to purchase or response to the companies’ marketing campaigns (Cui et al.,
2006; Viaene et al., 2000). It is crucial for companies to build a response model
to maintain long-term relations with their customers.
Researchers have been working on response modelling using statistical methods and data mining techniques. Viaene et al. (2000) performed a binary classiﬁcation to predict whether customers will or will not purchase the products.
The data set were obtained from a major Belgian mail-order company with total sample of 5000 customers in which 37.94% represent buyers. Least square
support vector machine based on input selection wrapper were applied to learn
the model. Baesens et al. (2002); Van den Poel et al. (2003) proposed a repeatbuying model to predict if a customer will repurchase the product during the
next campaign period (i.e. to predict purchase incidence within a ﬁxed period).
They applied logistic regression to diﬀerent types of independent variables such
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as RFM (recency, frequency, monetary) and non-RFM variables to analyze the
optimal variables for learning. They found that by combining credit usage, length
of membership and general mail-order buying behaviors with RFM variables, the
generalization performance of the predictive model signiﬁcantly increase. Yu and
Cho (2006) constructed a response model using ensemble learning with feature
subset selection. The authors divided the method into two phases. In the ﬁrst
phase, a Genetic Algorithm is used to evolve a population of classiﬁers each of
which employ a diﬀerent subset of features. In the second phase, a subset of
classiﬁers was selected from the ﬁrst phase based on their performance. The optimal feature subset corresponding to each selected classiﬁer is then used to train
with SVM. The experiment was conducted on a data set of 101,532 customers
in which the response rate is 9.4%. The results suggested that their proposed
method outperformed neural network and SVM both with and without feature
extraction.
More sophisticated response models were proposed to identify potential customers by considering budget constraint and decile analysis (Cui et al., 2008,
2012; Prinzie and den Poel, 2005). Prinzie and den Poel (2005) proposed a
Weighted Maximum Likelihood method by applying a weight parameter to the
loss function of logistic regression. The weight of zero was applied to individual
whose response probability is lower than a cut-oﬀ threshold that is dependent on
the mailing depth. The method produced better performance than the classic
logistic regression at mailing depth up to 48%.
2.3.4

Credit Scoring

In ﬁnancial industry, especially banking, creditworthiness of customers is important in deciding the approval of credit card applications or loans. Credit scoring
is a tool that makes use of statistical or data mining methods to transform relevant data into a predictive model which guides decision proﬁtably on granting
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loans or extending credit. Credit scoring system assigns an applicant to a “good
credit” or “bad credit” applicant. A “good credit” applicant is referred to an individual who is likely to repay the loans or ﬁnancial obligations. A “bad credit”
applicant is the individual who is unlikely to pay back the loans in a given time.
Credit scoring is mostly adopted by banks, insurance companies, and real estate
companies.
Credit scoring is one of the most popular classiﬁcation problems. Logistic
regression, decision tree, neural network, SVM, genetic algorithm are the popular
methods used in credit scoring (Maldonado et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2009; Abdou,
2009; Xia et al., 2017; Yap et al., 2011; uteri et al., 2009).
Xia et al. (2017) proposed a framework for credit scoring using a sequential
ensemble with eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). Their work focused on
hyperparameters tuning of the XGBoost using Bayesian hyperparameters optimization method. The method outperformed several baseline models such as
SVM, AdaBoost, decision tree, neural network and bagging on ﬁve credit data
sets including German, Australian, Taiwan, P2P-A and P2P-B which are available on UCI machine learning repository (Lichman, 2013). Yap et al. (2011)
performed empirical analysis on credit scoring. Gender, age, address, occupation, race, marital status, number of dependent, number of car and work sector
were used as the independent variables in the study. The relationships between
the independent variables and dependent variable were discussed, and the classiﬁcation performance of two models: logistic regression and decision tree were
also compared. Abdou (2009) created a credit scoring model based on a data set
from an Egyptian commercial public-sector bank which consists of 1,262 personal
loans in which 32.57% of the loans are bad loans. This paper focused on accuracy and misclassiﬁcation cost of three methods: Genetic Programming (GP),
Probit Analysis and Weight of Evidence (WOE). From the results, GP obtained
highest accuracy rate but low in misclassiﬁcation cost while WOE obtained the
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lowest misclassiﬁcation cost. Chen et al. (2009) proposed a hybrid support vector machine by incorporating automatic feature selection using classiﬁcation and
regression tree and Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS).
2.3.5

Fake Review Detection

There are approximate 90% of consumers who read the reviews of the products
or services before making purchases (Gesenhues, 2013). Literally, a good quality
review would provide detailed information about the quality of products or services. If the products or services have many positive reviews, this represents that
the qualities of the products or services are also high, and they are more likely
to be purchased by consumers; otherwise, consumers would ignore the products
or services.
However, the above claims are based on the assumption that all the reviews
are trustworthy. The reviews are indeed useful for both sellers and consumers.
However, it is risky to trust such reviews without further consideration because
there is no quality control and monitoring of the reviews and thus not all the
reviews are legitimate (Jindal and Liu, 2008). Reviews can be written by anyone
including the vendors themselves or other people who are not the buyer. Therefore, there is a chance for the business organizations to get involved in review
spam practice. Over the past years, data mining has been applied to fake review
detection problem.
Mukherjee et al. (2013) proposed a novel method using reviewer behavioral
features to build SVM classiﬁcation. The datasets used in the research were
crawled from Yelp, one of the largest hosting sites of business reviews in the
United State. The reviews crawled from Yelp have already been ﬁltered by Yelps
algorithm as suspicious and unsuspicious reviews. The proﬁles of all the reviewers
were also taken to perform behavioral studies and feature extractions. The classiﬁcation results achieved an accuracy of 83.8% with balanced data. Li et al. (2011)
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used semi-supervised learning with a two-views co-training algorithm to detect
review spam. Among the 60,000 product reviews, 6000 reviews were labeled by
ten college students. Labeled reviews were then ﬁt to the two-views co-training
algorithm to create more labeled reviews from unlabeled reviews. Review related
features and reviewer related features were used in the training process. The
model achieved 0.631 of F-Score. Li et al. (2014) performed review detection
on data from a Chinese review hosting website Dianping. The authors proposed
a novel framework call Collective Positive-Unlabeled learning which was shown
to have a satisfactory performance with accuracy about 80%. Ott et al. (2011)
used a crowdsourcing tool in Amazon Mechanical Turk(AMT) to generate 400
fake positive reviews of 20 hotels in Chicago. By using bi-gram and Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) features with SVM, the model achieved 89.8%
of accuracy. Using the same dataset, Shojaee et al. (2013) proposed a SVM based
method using Lexical and Syntactic features, and the learned model obtained a
F-score of 84%.

2.4

Class Imbalance Problem

Class imbalance problem is referred to the issue that the number of examples
belonging to a class is signiﬁcantly greater than those of the others. The problem
usually occurs in the applications in which there are abnormal events which rarely
happen. For instance, cancers, credit card frauds, network intrusions are the
examples of abnormal or rare events. Due to the rarity of those events comparing
with their opposite cases, the examples collected from those events is very limited.
Some limitations of the data collection process such as cost consideration and data
privacy are also the reasons for class imbalance problem. For binary classiﬁcation
problem, let D = {(x1 , y2 ), (x2 , y2 )...(xN , yN )} be a training data set with N
examples where xi is a vector of input features, and yi ∈ {0, 1} denotes a class
label corresponding to xi . Let Dmaj = {(xi , yi )|yi = 0} and Dmin = {(xi , yi )|yi =
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1} be the set of majority class and minority class examples respectively. Class
imbalance problem occurs when the cardinality |Dmin |  |Dmaj | where |Dmin | +
|Dmaj | = N . For instance, a churn prediction data set consists of 51,306 examples
in which 924 examples belong to churner class and the rest belong to non-churner
class. The percentage of the churner class examples is only 1.8% which is much
smaller than that of the non-churner class (98.2%).
Although class imbalance occurs frequently in many real-life problems, there
is no standard indicator of the degree of imbalance between majority and minority
class that aﬀects the generalization performance of algorithms. Class distribution
or ratio between minority and majority class in data is apparently a characteristic of class imbalance problem. However, the factor that has impact on the
performance of learning algorithms is not limited to class distribution.
Japkowicz and Stephen (2002) performed experiments on 125 domains created with diﬀerent settings of degrees of concept complexity, training set sizes,
and degrees of imbalance. The results indicated that class imbalance problem
does not seem to aﬀect low concept complexity domains. Particularly, the low
concept complexity is referred to when two classes show a high separability within
features. The opposite case (i.e. high concept complexity) is referred to when
the examples share similar values across features which is a diﬃculty for learning algorithms to create a clear decision boundary. Linearly separable concept is
easily learned by most learning algorithms. If the true classiﬁcation boundary of
the underlying concept is non-linear, sophisticated algorithms still face diﬃculty
to obtain promising generalization performance even if the class distribution in
training data is balanced. Japkowicz and Stephen (2002) also observed that if
huge amount of data are available, class imbalance problem usually does not hinder the performance of classiﬁers. This is reasonable because huge training data
provide suﬃcient information about both majority and minority class examples,
but huge data also provide a large and complex input space which contributes to
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high concept complexity. On the other hand, small data sets with high concept
complexity are highly sensitive to class distribution. Weiss and Provost (2003)
performed comprehensive experiments on the relationship between class distribution and the generalization performance of classiﬁers. The authors used 26 data
sets to train a number of classiﬁers with diﬀerent settings of class distribution.
The results shown that a balanced or near-balanced class distribution is the best
class distribution setting for learning algorithms to obtain good performance.
Regardless of the imbalanced ratio between minority and majority class examples, the minority class usually has a higher importance in learning objective.
Correctly classifying minority class examples has greater values than the other
examples (Sun et al., 2007). There is also a greater cost when misclassifying a
minority class example. For example, in ﬁnancial fraud detection, if a ﬁrm is
involved in fraudulent activities and it is misclassiﬁed as non-fraudulent, there
will be a destructive loss to the shareholders. However, if a non-fraudulent ﬁrm is
misclassiﬁed as fraudulent, an investigation will be carried out and it cost much
lower than the other case. Since it is more crucial to identify minority class
examples (e.g. fraudulent ﬁrms), a classiﬁer which produces high accuracy in
detecting minority class examples is preferable. Class imbalance problem also
occurs in other real-life applications such as direct marketing (Cui et al., 2006,
2010, 2012), risk management (Brown and Mues, 2012), churn prediction (Xie
et al., 2009) and others.
Standard machine learning algorithms are not suitable for learning from class
imbalance data. These algorithms are designed to minimize the error rates for
both minority class and majority class examples while ignoring their class distribution. Most algorithms assume to have roughly equal number of examples
of each class to obtain optimal generalization performance and avoid the performance bias.
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2.5

Current Methods to Address Class Imbalance Problem

The solutions addressing class imbalance problem are classiﬁed into three groups:
data-level, algorithmic-level, and cost-sensitive learning approaches.
2.5.1

Data-Level

Data-level approaches are referred to resampling methods which modify class distribution to rebalance the ratio between minority and majority class examples.
These approaches are divided into undersampling and oversampling method. The
objective of undersampling method is to reduce the number of majority class examples as well as to rebalance the class distribution. Conversely, oversampling
method works by duplicating or generating synthesis minority class examples.
These approaches are simple and ﬂexible because they can be applied to any
learning algorithms without modiﬁcation. Despite the simplicity, both methods have some shortcomings. During oversampling process, duplicate or nearduplicate examples could be easily generated, and these types of examples are
usually the cause of overﬁtting problem (i.e. the problem that a classiﬁer obtains
high performance on training set and low performance on unseen data or test set)
(Chawla, 2009). Moreover, oversampling increases computational burden when
applied to a very large data set. The reduction of sample size by undersampling
method usually contributes to information loss that decreases the performance of
classiﬁers.
Undersampling
Random UnderSampling (RUS) is the simplest undersampling method which randomly selects majority class examples and discards them from data. This method
may result in loss of important information. Moreover, since RUS is a random
and non-heuristic process, if the data set consists of outlier or overlapping exam-
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ples, RUS could unintentionally discard most of the useful examples from data
set and leave the outlier or overlapping examples in the new sampled data. To
overcome this shortcoming, Tomek (1976); Kubat et al. (1997) proposed more
sophisticated methods. Tomek (1976) proposed Tomek Link for undersampling
unwanted overlapping examples. Let a and b be a minority class and majority
class example respectively. d(a, b) denotes the distance between a and b. (a, b) is
a Tomek link if for any example c:

d(a, b) < d(a, c) or d(a, b) < d(b, c)

(2.6)

If two examples are Tomek links, either one of these examples is noise or both
are near or on the boundary of the two classes. The examples which are Tomek
links are discarded from data set.
Kubat et al. (1997) proposed an undersampling technique called one-side selection by removing the redundant and borderline examples from data set. Let
C ⊆ D is consistent with D where D is a training set. Initially, C consists of
all minority class examples and one randomly selected majority class examples.
Next, 1-NN (1 Nearest Neighbor) is applied to C to classify examples in D, and
then all misclassiﬁed examples are moved into C. Finally, all majority class examples are removed from C using Tomek link (Tomek, 1976), and all minority
class examples are retained. K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is a popular method
for undersampling. There are some undersampling methods using k-NN such
as Condensed Nearest Neighbor rule, Neighborhood Cleaning Rule and Wilson’s
Edited Nearest Neighbor rules (Laurikkala, 2001; Mani and Zhang, 2003; Hart,
1968; Wilson, 1972).
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Oversampling
Random OverSampling (ROS) method replicates randomly selected minority
class examples to generate a desired class distribution. The replication of examples usually causes overﬁtting problem (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002; Chawla
et al., 2002).
One state of the art method for oversampling is called Synthetic Minority
Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002). SMOTE is an advanced oversampling technique which is successfully applied to many applications.
It generates synthetic examples based on a random interpolation of feature spaces
of existing minority class examples. SMOTE uses K-nearest neighbor to generate
k neighbors of a minority example and randomly selected one neighbor to creates
synthetic examples. Speciﬁcally, synthetic examples are generated by computing
the diﬀerence between the feature vector of a minority example and that of the selected nearest neighbor, multiplying the diﬀerence with a random number (value
from 0 to 1) and adding it to the original feature vector of the minority class
example (Chawla et al., 2002). The detailed of SMOTE is shown in Algorithm 1.
There are other variants of SMOTE which are proposed to focus on diﬀerent
characteristics of data such as Borderline-SMOTE (Han et al., 2005), Adaptive
Synthetic (ADASYN) (He et al., 2008) and Majority Weighted Minority Oversampling TEchnique (MWMOTE) (Barua et al., 2014). Most learning algorithms
attempt to generate a clear borderline between classes so as to achieve better generalization performance in learning. The examples which are closed to the borderline are more likely to be misclassiﬁed. Therefore, the near-borderline examples
provide more useful information than those being far away from the borderline.
For this reason, Han et al. (2005) proposed Borderline-SMOTE which oversamples only the near or on borderline minority class examples. One deep learning
based oversampling method was proposed by Douzas and Bacao (2018). The
method utilizes Generative Adversarial Networks (Goodfellow et al., 2016) to
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learn the actual distribution of training data using supervised learning method.
The minority examples are generated by the learned distribution.
2.5.2

Algorithmic-Level

Algorithmic-level approaches are involved in modifying learning algorithms to
handle imbalanced class distribution problem. Some common modiﬁed algorithms
are decision tree (Maloof, 2003), support vector machine (Akbani et al., 2004;
Wang and Japkowicz, 2009; Chen et al., 2012; Lin and Wang, 2002; Batuwita
and Palade, 2010), neural network (Anand et al., 1993; Zhou and Liu, 2006;
Jeatrakul et al., 2010; Oh, 2011). Anand et al. (1993) performed theoretical
analysis on the ineﬃciency of the traditional backpropagation (BP) algorithm
in neural network on two-class problem. They observed that the gradient vector
computed by traditional BP algorithm points the networks in a downhill direction
only for majority class. To address the problem, a modiﬁed BP algorithm was
proposed by replacing the gradient vector with another decent vector which points
in a downhill direction for both classes.
Lee and Kim (2018) proposed Overlap-Sensitive Margin (OSM) classiﬁer which
is based on Fuzzy Support Vector Machine (Lin and Wang, 2002) and k-NN to
address class imbalance and class overlapping problem. The method separates the
examples into two regions: soft-overlapping region and hard-overlapping region.
The examples in the soft-overlapping region are trained with OSM while the examples the hard-overlapping region are trained with 1-NN. Overall performance
is obtained by combining the results of both classiﬁers.
Using ensemble methods to improve classiﬁcation performance on class imbalance data set is also a popular solution. By combining the strengths of multiple
classiﬁers, ensembles could produce better performance than using a single classiﬁer. Some works incorporated data-level methods such as undersampling or oversampling, with boosting algorithm. Chawla et al. (2003) proposed SMOTEBoost
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Algorithm 1: Synthetic Minority Oversampling (Chawla et al.,
2002)
Function SMOTE(T, N, k)
Input : T : Number of minority class samples,
N : Amount of SMOTE,
k: Number of nearest neighbors
Output: (N/100) * T synthetic minority class samples
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

if N < 100 then
Randomize the T minority class examples
T = (N/100) ∗ T
N = 100
end
N = (int)(N/100) (The amount of SMOTE is assumed to be in
integral multiples of 100.)
k = Number of nearest neighbors
numattrs = Number of attributes
Sample[ ][ ]: array for original minority class samples
newindex: keeps a count of number of synthetic samples generated,
initialized to 0
Synthetic[ ][ ]: array for synthetic samples
for i ← 1 to T do
Compute k nearest neighbors for i, and save the indices in the
nnarray
Populate(N , i, nnarray)
end
Function Populate(N, i, nnarray)
while N = 0 do
Choose a random number between 1 and k, call it nn. This step
chooses one of the k nearest neighbors of i.
for attr ← 1 to numattrs do
Compute: dif = Sample[nnarray[nn]][attr] − Sample[i][attr]
Compute: gap = random number between 0 and 1
Synthetic[newindex][attr] = Sample[i][attr] + gap ∗ dif
end
newindex++
N =N −1
end
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algorithm which is a combination of SMOTE and Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost)
(Freund and Schapire, 1997). SMOTEBoost focuses on improving accuracy on
minority class examples. It uses SMOTE to generate a broader representation
of minority class examples at each iteration and uses AdaBoost to boost accuracy on the entire data set. AdaBoost is an ensemble method which combines
multiple classiﬁers to reduce bias in classiﬁcation. Each classiﬁer is trained on
diﬀerent subsets of training examples. Weights are assigned to each example after
training, and the examples which are misclassiﬁed by previous classiﬁers will be
given larger weights and vice versa. The examples with large weights will have a
higher probability of being correctly classiﬁed by the next classiﬁers. This adaptive weight updating rule allows AdaBoost to achieve high accuracy on diﬃcult
examples. The pseudocode of SMOTEBoost is shown in Algorithm 2.
Seiﬀert et al. (2010) proposed a RUSBoost (Random UnderSampling Boosting) which is similar to SMOTEBoost. The diﬀerence between both methods is
that before applying AdaBoost, Random UnderSampling was used to generate
new subsets instead of using SMOTE. RUSBoost is a simpler and much faster
technique since the classiﬁers are trained on smaller subsets of the original training data. The pseudocode of RUSBoost is shown in Algorithm 3. SMOTEBoost
and RUSBoost will be used as the compared methods in our experiments.
2.5.3

Cost-sensitive learning

Cost-sensitive learning uses cost information of diﬀerent misclassiﬁcation types.
In practical applications, the costs of misclassiﬁcations are diﬀerent (i.e., misclassifying minority class examples as majority class examples cost more than
the opposite case). Most cost-sensitive learning approaches use a cost matrix in
learning process. Table 4.2 shows a cost matrix of binary classiﬁcation. Cost
matrix usually denotes the cost of misclassifying one class to another. For instance, C(0, 1) is the cost of misclassifying an example as minority class while it
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Algorithm 2: The SMOTEBoost Algorithm (Chawla et al., 2003)
Given: D = (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xm , ym ) a set of training examples,
xi is an individual example with a corresponding label yi .
xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y, |Y | = 2 where y r corresponds to a minority
class examples.
B = {(i, y) : i = 1, ..., m, y = yi }
T : the number of iterations.
N : desired percentage of total instances to be represented by
the minority class
1
2
3

4
5
6

Initialize the distribution S1 over the examples, such that
S1 (i) = 1/m.
for t ← 1 to T do
Create temporary training data set Dt with distribution St by
generating N synthetic examples from minority class y r using
SMOTE algorithm
Train a weak learner using distribution St and training data Dt
Compute weak hypothesis ht : X × Y → [0, 1]
Compute the pseudo-loss of hypothesis ht :
εt =



St (i, y)(1 − ht (xi , yi ) + ht (xi , y))

(i,y)∈B
7
8
9
10
11

Set βt = εt /(1 − εt ) and wt = (1/2) · (1 − ht (xi , y) + ht (xi , yi ))
Update St : St+1 (i, y) = (St (i, y)/Zt )βtwt
where Zt is a normalization constant chosen such that St+1 is a
distribution.
end
Output the ﬁnal hypothesis:
hf n = arg max
y∈Y

T

t=1

(log

1
) · ht (x, y)
βt

actually belongs to majority class. C(1, 0) is the cost of misclassifying an example as majority class while it actually belongs to minority class. One approach
of cost-sensitive learning is MetaCost (Domingos, 1999). MetaCost is a general
method to make general accuracy-oriented algorithm cost-sensitive. The method
attempts to relabel the examples in training set with their optimal class label.
First, multiple bootstrap samples are resampled from the training set. Next, each
of the bootstrap samples is individually trained with a classiﬁer. The estimations
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Algorithm 3: The RUSBoost Algorithm (Seiﬀert et al., 2010)
Given: D = (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xm , ym ) a set of training examples,
xi is an individual example with a corresponding label yi .
xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y, |Y | = 2 where y r corresponds to a minority
class examples.
B = {(i, y) : i = 1, ..., m, y = yi }
T : the number of iterations.
N : desired percentage of total instances to be represented by
the minority class
1
2
3
4
5
6

Initialize the distribution S1 over the examples, such that
S1 (i) = 1/m.
for t ← 1 to T do
Create temporary training data set Dt with distribution St using
random undersampling
Train a weak learner using distribution St and training data Dt
Compute weak hypothesis ht : X × Y → [0, 1]
Compute the pseudo-loss of hypothesis ht :
εt =



St (i, y)(1 − ht (xi , yi ) + ht (xi , y))

(i,y)∈B
7
8
9
10
11

Set βt = εt /(1 − εt ) and wt = (1/2) · (1 − ht (xi , y) + ht (xi , yi ))
Update St : St+1 (i, y) = (St (i, y)/Zt )βtwt
where Zt is a normalization constant chosen such that St+1 is a
distribution.
end
Output the ﬁnal hypothesis:
hf n = arg max
y∈Y

T

t=1

(log

1
) · ht (x, y)
βt

of class probabilities of each training example are computed from all the base
classiﬁers. Finally, the new optimal labels are obtained using the conditional
risk function. The output of MetaCost is a new training set which can be applied to any standard learning algorithm. The algorithm of MetaCost is shown
in Algorithm 4.
Zadrozny and Elkan (2001) proposed direct cost-sensitive decision-making to
address the problem when the exact cost of false negative (i.e. misclassifying
minority class example as majority class) is unknown. In the ﬁrst step, a decision
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Table 2.1: Misclassiﬁcation cost matrix for binary classiﬁcation.
Actual Majority
Actual Minority

Predicted Majority
Cost(0, 0)
Cost(1, 0)

Predicted Minority
Cost(0, 1)
Cost(1, 0)

Algorithm 4: MetaCost (Domingos, 1999)
Input : D: the training set,
L: a classiﬁcation learning algorithm,
C: a cost matrix,
m: the number of resample to be generated,
n: the number of examples in each resample,
p is True iﬀ L produce class probabilities,
q is True iﬀ all resamples are to be used for each example
Output: A model produced by applying L to D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

for i ← 1 to m do
Let Di be a resample of D with n examples.
Let Mi = Model produces by applying L to Di .
end
foreach example x in D do
foreach class j do 
Let P (j|x) = 1 1 i P (j|x, Mi )
i
where
if p then P (j|x, Mi ) is produced by Mi ;
else P (j, x, Mi ) = 1 for the class predicted by Mi for x, and 0
for all others.;
if q then i ranges over all Mi ;
else i ranges over all Mi such that x ∈
/ Di .;
end

Let x’s class = argmini i P (j|x)C(i, j).
end
Let M = Model produced by applying L to D
Return M .
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tree or naive Bayes classiﬁer is applied to obtain estimated conditional probabilities of minority class examples denoted by P (j = 1|x) where x denotes positive
example. The conditional probabilities of each training example are then included
in training set for next step. The second step of the procedure is to estimate y(x)
(a cost of an example x) using linear regression on positive examples. Finally,
the model is used to estimate y(x) on test set. Cui et al. (2012) proposed a priority sampling with ensemble method. First, priority sampling tries to generate
subsets of desired distribution which gives more importance to costly examples.
This is done by translating the cost of all positive examples into a probability
distribution and comparing the probability of each positive example to a number
generated randomly. If the probability is larger than the random number, the
corresponding positive example will be put into a new sample subset. Majority class examples are randomly chosen to match the number of minority class
examples. Then each subset will be ﬁtted to a classiﬁer in an ensemble model.
There are some variants of AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire, 1997) such as
AdaCost, AdaC1, AdaC2, AdaC3 (Fan et al., 1999; Sun et al., 2007). Fan et al.
(1999) proposed AdaCost by modifying the weight updating function in AdaBoost
to include a cost adjustment function. The cost adjustment function adjusts the
weights of examples based on their individual costs. For example, a high cost
example will be assigned higher weight if it is misclassiﬁed in current iteration.
Algorithm 5 illustrates the pseudocode of AdaCost. AdaCost is an eﬀective algorithm; however, it is diﬃcult to select an appropriate cost adjustment function.
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Algorithm 5: AdaCost (Fan et al., 1999)
Given: D = (x1 , c1 , y1 ), (x2 , c2 y2 ), ..., (xm , cm , ym ) a set of training
examples; xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y = {−1, +1}
1

2
3
4
5
6

Initialize the
distribution S1 over the examples, such that
S1 (i) = ci / m
j cj .
for t ← 1 to T do
Train a weak learner using distribution St
Compute weak hypothesis ht : X → R
Choose αt ∈ R and β(i) ∈ R+
Update
St (i)exp(−αt yi ht (xi )β(i))
St+1 (i) =
Zt
where β(i) = β(sign(yi ht (xi )), ci ) is a cost-adjustment function.
Zt is a normalization factor chosen so that St+1 will be a
distribution.

7
8

end
Output the ﬁnal hypothesis:
H(x) = sign(f (x)) where f (x) = (

T

t=1
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αt ht (x))

Chapter 3

Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble

This chapter begins by brieﬂy describing some concepts of related algorithms
such as Neural Network, Denoising Autoencoder and Stacked Denoising Autoencoders. Section 3.2 presents our two proposed methods: Cost-Sensitive Deep
Neural Network (CSDNN) and Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble
(CSDE).

3.1

Related Algorithms

3.1.1

Neural Network

A Neural Network or Artiﬁcial Neural Network is a mathematical or computational model for classiﬁcation inspired by the neural structures of the human
brain. Neural network consists of a number of connected units called neurons.
Each neuron connects to one another with an associated weight. The neurons are
grouped into three types of layers, namely input layer, hidden layer and output
layer. Figure 3.1 shows a neural network with L layers.
• The input layer is the ﬁrst layer of neural network, and it is the entry point
of raw data (training data or testing data) ﬁtted to the network (i.e. the
hidden layer(s)).
• The hidden layer(s) performs computations on the input data received from
the input layer or the previous hidden layer and transfers the output results
to the next layer.
• The output layer computes the outputs of the whole network based on the
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output results of its previous layer. The results of the output layer are
usually the predicted probabilities of each class label.
Each of the neurons (except for the neurons in the input layer) produces an
output which is the product sums of their input neurons with the corresponding
associated weights. This output is then passed to a non-linear activation function
(usually a sigmoid function) to generate an activation output which is then used
as an input of the neurons in the next layer. This type of information transfer
network is also called feedforward neural network.
For simplicity, the activation outputs of all the neurons in a layer can be
represented by an activation output of a whole layer by using matrix and vector
notations. The activation output of layer l is denoted by al which is deﬁned as:

al = σ(z l ),

(3.1)

z l = W l al−1 + bl

(3.2)

1
1 + e−s

(3.3)

σ(s) =

where
al

= activation output of layer l.

σ(.) = a sigmoid function. Other activation functions can also be used.
zl

= a linear output of layer l.

W l = weight parameters associated with the neurons in layer l − 1 and l.
bl

= bias parameters of the neurons in layer l.
During training process, the actual output of each example yj (i.e. the la-

bel taken from training data) is compared with the corresponding output of the
networks aLj to compute a Mean Squared Error (MSE) cost function (3.4). The
parameter θ = (W, b), where W = (W L , W L−1 , ..., W 2 ) and b = (bL , bL−1 , ..., b2 )
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are adjusted and updated to minimize the cost function (3.4) using the backpropagation and the gradient descent algorithm.

J(θ) =

1  1 
(yj − aLj )2
n example 2 j∈output

(3.4)

Training neural network and other machine learning algorithms are often involved with optimization. Mathematical optimization is referred to the task to
ﬁnd the elements which minimize or maximize a function f (x) given x. (Goodfellow et al., 2016). In machine learning, we often minimize the cost function of
the learning algorithms. For example, in neural network, a general optimization
notation is given by:
θ∗ = arg minJ(θ)
where θ∗ is a set of parameters (i.e. weights and biases) which minimize the
function J(θ).
Gradient descent is an iterative optimization algorithm for ﬁnding the minimum of a function. This algorithm minimizes cost function J(θ) by moving
the parameters of the function in the direction of negative gradient for a small
amount of steps known as the learning rate (α). This optimization does not provide convergence guarantee. A general algorithm of the gradient descent is shown
in Algorithm 6. The gradients of the cost function with respect to weights and bi∂J
ases ( ∂W
l,

∂J
)
∂bl

can be computed using the backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart

et al., 1986) as shown in Equation (3.5),(3.6).
∂J
l
= al−1
k δj
l
∂Wjk
∂J
= δjl
∂blj
where
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(3.5)
(3.6)

Figure 3.1: A neural network with L layers.
l
Wjk
= weight associated between the neuron j and k in l and l − 1 layer respectively

al−1
= activation output of neuron k in layer l − 1
k
δjl

= local gradient of the error of j neuron in l layer

blj

= bias parameters of neurons j in layer l
The equation to compute δ is illustrated in (3.7),(3.8).

⎧
L L
L
⎪
⎨ (yj − aj )aj (1 − aj )
δj =  l+1 l+1 l
⎪
Wkj δk aj (1 − alj )
⎩

, for neurons in the output layer

(3.7)

, for neurons in the hidden layer l (3.8)

k

Neural network is a powerful learning algorithm; however, when training with
deeper layers (i.e. with many hidden layers), its performance is found to be equal
or even worse than that of the neural network with one or two hidden layers
(Bengio et al., 2007). It is due to the random initialization of weights and biases
which causes the gradient optimization to be stuck in local optima (Bengio, 2009).
A more sophisticated approach proposed by Vincent and Larochelle (2010) will
be discussed in Section 3.1.3.
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Algorithm 6: Gradient Descent Algorithm
Input: W : a set of weight parameters
b: a set of bias parameters
α: a learning rate (α > 0)
T : the number of iterations.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3.1.2

Randomly initialize W and b
for t ← 1 to T do
∂J
W l → W l − α ∂W
l
∂J
l
l
b → b − α ∂bl
∂J
∂J
where ∂W
l , ∂bl denotes gradients of cost function with respect to
the weight and bias parameters.
end
return W ,b

Denoising Autoencoder

An Autoencoder or Auto-associator is a three-layers artiﬁcial feedforward neural
network which is trained to reconstruct its input to produce a novel useful representation. The number of neurons in the output layer of an autoencoder is the
same as that of the input layer. Autoencoder consists of two parts: encoder and
decoder. The encoder function (3.9) maps the input x into a latent representation
h(x). The decoder function (3.10) maps the latent representation h(x) into x̂ (i.e.
the reconstructed version of x) by using tied weight W  (W  = W T ). Figure 3.2
shows a structure of an autoencoder in which b and c are the bias parameters.

h(x) = σ(W x + b)

(3.9)

x̂ = σ(W  h(x) + c)

(3.10)

The parameter set θ = {W, b, W  , c} are adjusted using the gradient descent and
backpropagation algorithm. For the real-value input, the reconstruction error or
cost function of an autoencoder is shown in (3.11).

L(x̂, x) =

1 
(x̂i − xi )2
2 i∈output
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(3.11)

c

x̂

Decoder
W
h(x)
Encoder

W
b

x

Figure 3.2: A structure of an autoencoder.
Autoencoder captures statistical structures in training set in order to minimize
reconstruction errors (Erhan et al., 2010). One drawback of an autoencoder is
that when the dimensions of the encoding layer (i.e. the hidden layer) are equal
or larger than the dimensions of the input layer, a perfect reconstruction of the
input can be achieved by learning an identity function (Vincent and Larochelle,
2010; Bengio, 2009). This causes autoencoder to learn trivial encoding.
Vincent and Larochelle (2010) proposed Denoising Autoencoder which is a
special type of the autoencoder in which the network is trained to reconstruct the
input from the corrupted version of the same input. Figure 3.3 shows a structure
of a denoising autoencoder. This learning method prevents the network to learn
identity function even when the hidden layer has higher dimensions than the input
layer. Intuitively, given the input x, a corrupted version of x is denoted by x̃.
Each element x̃i is randomly selected for zeroing. The corrupted version x̃ is used
as the input to train an autoencoder. The original input x is used to minimize
the cost function (3.11). Denoising autoencoder also enables the network to be
more robust to noise when applied to Stacked Denoising Autoencoders.

3.1.3

Stacked Denoising Autoencoders

Training a deep neural network with many layers using the gradient descent
could cause the model to be stuck at poor local solutions. Stacked Denoising
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h(x̃)
L(x̂, x)

x̃

x

x̂

Figure 3.3: A structure of a denoising autoencoder. An example x is randomly
corrupted into x̃. x̃ is mapped into the latent representation h(x̃). A decoder
uses h(x̃) as an input and reconstructs x by producing the reconstruction x̂.
The reconstruction error is measured by L(x̂, x).
Autoencoders (SDAE) was proposed to solve this problem. A breakthrough in
the methods to eﬀectively train the deep architecture of neural network (Hinton
et al., 2006; Bengio et al., 2007) has enabled many successful applications of deep
neural network in several ﬁelds. SDAE has been successfully applied to areas such
as cancer detection (Danaee et al., 2016), handwritten digit recognition (Vincent
and Larochelle, 2010), speech recognition (Deng et al., 2010), speech enhancement
(Lu et al., 2013), collaborative ﬁltering (Strub and Jeremie, 2015), and others.
Stacked Denoising Autoencoders stacks latent representations learned from
multiple denoising autoencoders to form an architecture of a deep network (Figure
3.4). There are two stages to train SDAE, namely pre-training and ﬁne-tuning
stage. In pre-training stage, denoising autoencoders are sequentially trained layer
by layer. The latent representation of each autoencoder (h(x) = σ(W x + b)) is
passed to the next autoencoder as an input. After all autoencoders are trained,
each latent representation is stacked as a deep neural network. The network
then goes through the ﬁne-tuning stage. In this stage, a stand-alone supervised
learning algorithm such as logistic regression can be added on the top of the
network (or on the output layer). The parameters such as weights and biases in
each layer are ﬁne-tuned using the gradient descent procedure which is the same
as that in the feedforward neural network. The ﬁne-tuning stage is a supervised
learning procedure because the target classes are used in the training process.
It has been shown that supervised ﬁne-tuning the weights and biases ini43

Figure 3.4: The process of pre-training and ﬁne-tuning stage. Latent representation h1 is learned by training the ﬁrst autoencoder. h1 is used as an input to
train the second autoencoder to generate the latent representation h2 . h1 and
h2 are stacked over input data to create a deep neural network.
tialized from the pre-training stage could produce better generalization performance than when using the random initialized weights and biases (Vincent and
Larochelle, 2010; Erhan et al., 2010). Erhan et al. (2010) provided comprehensive
analysis and experiments on why the unsupervised pre-training helps to improve
the generalization performance of the deep neural network. The combination of
multiple layers of non-linearities in a deep network produces a non-convex and
diﬃcult error surface which causes gradient optimization method to easily end
up in a random local minimum of any basin of attraction that it begins with.
Unsupervised pretraining helps to restrict the optimization to a smaller region of
parameter space delineated by the boundary of the local basin of attraction of
the supervised cost function (Erhan et al., 2010).

3.2
3.2.1

Proposed Methods
Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network (CSDNN)

Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network is proposed based on the Stacked Denoising
Autoencoders. SDAE is an accuracy-oriented classiﬁcation algorithm. In the ﬁnetuning stage, the cost function of SDAE is deﬁned as the function (3.4). This
cost function assumes the cost of misclassifying the majority class and minority
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class examples to be equal which is usually untrue in class imbalance problem.
In CSDNN, we make SDAE become a cost-sensitive algorithm by incorporating
a cost vector Cost[] into its cost function. The modiﬁed cost function is shown
in (3.12).
J =

1  1 
((yj − aLj )Cost[e])2
n e∈example 2 j<output

(3.12)

where n is the total number of examples, and e denotes the class to which an
example e belongs. If e belongs to minority class, e = 1; otherwise e = 0. The
cost vector Cost[] has two elements in which Cost[0] and Cost[1] are the cost
of misclassifying majority class and minority class example respectively. output
is the number of output units of the network. In CSDNN, the output layer
consists of two output units: aL0 and aL1 . Both output units are normalized so
that aL0 +aL1 = 1. We assume the ﬁrst unit aL0 and the second unit aL1 represent the
predicted probabilities that an example e belongs to majority class and minority
class respectively. The predicted class is determined by max(aL0 , aL1 ). In other
words, if aL0 > aL1 , the majority class will be assigned as the predicted class. If
aL0 ≤ aL1 , the minority class will be assigned as the predicted class. y denotes the
actual class of an example and is encoded as a one-hot vector which can be one
of two possible combinations: y = [1, 0] (represents majority class) and y = [0, 1]
(represents minority class).
For instance, in fraud detection, if e belongs to fraudulent class, we get y0 =
0 and y1 = 1. Thus, the absolute values of the errors y0 − aL0 and y1 − aL1
can represent the probabilities of misclassifying the example e as non-fraudulent
class. We compute the misclassiﬁcation cost of each output unit by taking the
errors to multiply by Cost[1] which is the cost of misclassifying a fraudulent
example. To give higher importance to fraudulent class, we could set the value
of Cost[1] to be larger than that of Cost[0] so that the misclassiﬁcation costs of
fraudulent examples will be higher. When the cost is high, the training algorithm
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Figure 3.5: An example of ensemble learning.
will try to minimize it by adjusting the weights and biases accordingly so that
the accuracy of fraudulent class is improved. Similarly, if e is a non-fraudulent
example, the absolute values of the errors y0 − aL0 and y1 − aL1 are the probabilities
of misclassifying the non-fraudulent example. The modiﬁed cost function (3.12)
is similar to what Kukar and Kononenko (1998) has proposed to solve multi-class
problems, whereas our approach is to solve binary classiﬁcation problems.
3.2.2

Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble (CSDE)

One shortcoming of CSDNN is that when the class distribution of data is highly
imbalanced, it is diﬃcult to seek for an optimal values of the cost vector (Cost[]).
Therefore, we propose Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble (CSDE) by
incorporating CSDNN with ensemble learning. Ensemble learning is a learning
algorithm that builds a collection of classiﬁers (base learners) and combines the
strength of these classiﬁers in some way (e.g. a voting scheme) to classify new
examples (Dietterich, 2000). Figure 3.5 shows an example of ensemble learning.
Using ensemble learning reduces the eﬀort of tuning the cost vector of CSDNN
because the performance results of multiple CSDNN classiﬁers with diﬀerent cost
settings are combined. The details of the CSDE algorithm is divided into four
steps which are shown in Algorithm 7.
Let D and Dtest be the training set and test set respectively. In the ﬁrst step,
we create a deep neural network C with L hidden layers which is based on Stacked
Denoising Autoencoders. This network is trained with the training set D for a
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number of epochs and will be used as the main network to extract diﬀerent level
of feature representations.
Next, we use a variant of Bootstrap Aggregating or Bagging (Breiman, 1996)
to perform ensemble learning. Bagging is one of the eﬀective resampling methods
to construct ensembles. In this procedure, a training set D of size m is given,
and a bootstrap sample Dt of the same size is generated by uniformly sampling
m examples with replacement from D. Each example in D may appear more
than once or not at all in Dt . The procedure is repeated for T times to generate
T samples which are then used to train T classiﬁers. A voting scheme such as
majority voting is usually used to obtain the ﬁnal results. This standard bagging
algorithm is suitable for improving prediction accuracy, but it is not designed for
handling class imbalance problem. In the CSDE algorithm, we modiﬁed the sampling procedure of bagging by utilizing random undersampling. Given a training
set D of size m, where m = p + n (p and n denote the number of minority class
and majority class examples respectively), a bootstrap sample Dt is generated
by randomly sampling p majority class examples with replacement. Next, we
add all p minority class examples (from the original data D) into Dt to create a
bootstrap sample with 2p examples. We repeat the process for T times and get
a set of samples (D1 , D2 , ..., DT ). Noting that since we perform undersampling,
only the majority class examples are involved in sampling procedure. All the
minority class examples are preserved. Consequently, each generated bootstrap
sample consists all information of minority examples and some information of
majority examples. We use undersampling instead of oversampling because undersampling could avoid over-ﬁtting problem and it reduces the size of training
examples which can speed up the training process.
In the third step, we perform layer-wise feature extraction which is inspired by
vertical voting in Xie et al. (2013). Vertical voting ensembles a series of classiﬁers
whose inputs are the representations of intermediate layers. The representations
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of intermediate layers here are referred to the output of each hidden layer of a deep
neural network. More speciﬁcally, vertical voting extracts three representations
from three hidden layers of a trained network, and these representations are
trained with a random forest algorithm to form an ensemble of classiﬁers. The
number of base learners in the ensemble is equal to the number of hidden layers
in the network (Xie et al., 2013). The ﬁrst distinction between vertical voting and
our approach is that we use cost-sensitive deep neural network (CSDNN) as a base
classiﬁer to increase the diversity and improve the generalization performance of
the ensemble. The second distinction is that vertical voting intends to improve
the accuracy for general classiﬁcation problems while our approach focuses on
handling class imbalance problem by using bagging with random undersampling.
The number of base learners in our approach is equal to T × L. In CSDE,
we transform the bootstrap samples (D1 , D2 , ..., DT ) into a set of new feature
samples by using each sample Dt as an input and extract each new feature sample
from each hidden layer of the network C. For example, Dtj is a new feature
sample which is extracted from the j th hidden layer of the network using Dt as
an input. Speciﬁcally, Dtj is the activation output of the j th hidden layer (i.e.
Dtj ← σ(W j aj−1 + bj )). In this step, the test set Dtest is also transformed to
the identical forms as the extracted feature samples. The feature representations
generated from lower layers to higher layers could contain diﬀerent information
about the input which is useful for increasing the diversity in the ensemble. Figure
3.6 shows the process of the CSDE algorithm.
Next, we perform ensemble learning by using using each generated feature
sample to train a CSDNN classiﬁer with a randomly generated cost vector. It
is important to note that the test set is only used for obtaining generalization
performance and it is not involved in the training process.
The generalization performance can be obtained from majority voting of the
prediction results obtained from all CSDNN classiﬁers.
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Figure 3.6: The process of the CSDE algorithm. The ﬁgures from left
to the right denote the step two, step three and step four. The test sets,
Dtest 1, Dtest 2, ..., Dtest L, are only used for testing the generalization performance and they are not involved in the training process.
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Algorithm 7: Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble
Given: D = (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xm , ym ) a set of training examples, x is
an individual example with a corresponding label y.
T is the number of bootstrap samples.
S is an array of subset generated from training data.
begin
1. Construct a network C using SDAE in which L is the number of hidden
layers. Use training set D to pre-train and ﬁne-tune network C for i
epoch.
for t ← 1 to T do
2. Generate sample Dt by randomly remove (with replacement) majority
class examples in D, so that the number of majority class examples is
equal those of minority class.
3. for j ← 1 to L do
Extract high-level feature representation Dtj from the j th
hidden layer by ﬁtting Dt into the network C and store the
activation output values of the j th hidden layer in Dtj (i.e.
Dtj ← σ(W j aj−1 + bj )).
Store Dtj in S
end
4. foreach sample s in S do
Train model c with s using CSDNN with random cost vectors.
Add model c to the ensemble: E ← c
end
end
Test the performance of ensemble E by validating with test set with
majority voting.
end
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Chapter 4

Experiments and Results

This chapter presents the experiments and results of our proposed methods and
the other existing methods for handling class imbalance problem. Section 4.1
presents the descriptions of data sets such as background information, size and
attributes. Section 4.2 describes the evaluation metrics which are commonly
used in class imbalance problem and throughout our experiments. Section 4.3
describes the experiment settings including hyperparameters of each method,
cross-validation, and repeating experiments. Section 4.4 reports the experiment
results and discusses the results in detail.

4.1

Data sets

We perform experiments on six real-life applications data sets ranging from fraud
detection, direct marketing, churn prediction to default credit card payment. The
summaries of the data sets are shown in Table 4.1.
1. China Corporate Securities Fraud (CCSF) data set contains information
on corporations such as ﬁrms, ﬁnances, governances, trade characteristics
and class labels (fraudulent and non-fraudulent). The data set consists of
18,373 examples of listed ﬁrms in China from 1998 to 2011. The class distribution in this data set is highly imbalanced in which 5.8% of data belong
to fraudulent class and 94.2% belong to non-fraudulent class. Appendix
A.1 describes the deﬁnitions and types of each attribute of CCSF data set.
2. Default of credit card clients (Default CR) data set consists of payment
records obtained from a bank (a cash and credit card issuer) in Taiwan
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(Yeh and Lien, 2009). The target is to predict whether a user will be a
card-holder with default payment. The data set consists of 24 attributes
and 30,000 examples. The number of clients with default payment is 6,636
which is equal to 22%. Appendix A.2 shows the deﬁnitions of each attribute.
3. Direct marketing (DM) is a data set of a US-based catalogue company
which supplies a number of product lines ranging from gifts, apparels to
consumer electronics (Cui et al., 2012). The data set consists of 86,191
purchase records from a perennial promotion. About 6% of the records
belong to responder class, and the rest belong to non-responder class. 17
attributes are selected based on forward selection criterion. The deﬁnitions
of each attribute are shown in Appendix A.3.
4. Customer churn (Churn) is a data set from the 2003 Duke University data
mining competition and contains information of customers in a US-based
wireless telecommunication company (Cui et al., 2012). The data set is
used to predict customers who are likely to switch to other companies. The
training set is highly imbalanced and consists of 51,306 records in which 924
records (1.8%) are churners. The deﬁnitions of each attribute are shown in
Appendix A.4.
5. KDD98 is a data set used in Knowledge Discovery and Data mining competition in 1998 which is available on UCI KDD repository (Hettich and
Bay, 1999). The data set is collected from a charitable organization which
made fund-raising campaign by sending out a regular mailing to customers.
The data set consists of 95,412 records in which 5.1% are donors to the
campaign (minority class). The deﬁnitions of each attribute are shown in
Appendix A.5.
6. Retail bank is a data set collected from a Portuguese retail bank’s marketing
campaign (Moro et al., 2014). It contains information about clients and
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Table 4.1: Summaries of data sets.
Data sets

Size

#Minority

%Minority

CCSF

18373

1065

5.8

Default CR

30000

6636

22

DM

86191

5171

6

Churn

51306

924

1.8

KDD98

95412

4866

5.1

Retail bank

41188

4640

11

phone call histories. During the campaign, human agents conducted phone
calls to clients to sell deposit and often one client is contacted more than
once to assess if they will subscribe the term deposit. The data consists
of 41,118 examples in which 11% are subscribers. Appendix A.6 describes
deﬁnitions and types of each attribute in Retail bank data set.

4.2

Evaluation Metrics

In binary classiﬁcation, the classiﬁcation results of a classiﬁer can be expressed as
a confusion matrix shown in Table 4.2. In the experiment, a classiﬁer produces
four types of outcomes:
• TP: the number of minority class examples which are correctly classiﬁed.
• TN: the number of majority class examples which are correctly classiﬁed.
• FP: the number of minority class examples which are misclassiﬁed.
• FN: the number of majority class examples which are misclassiﬁed.
Accuracy (Eq. (4.1)) is a common evaluation criterion for most classiﬁcation
problems. It represents the proportion of examples which are correctly classiﬁed
to the total number of examples. However, in class imbalance problem, the
distribution of majority and minority class examples are imbalanced. Using the
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Table 4.2: Confusion matrix for binary classiﬁcation.
Predicted Majority

Predicted Minority

Actual Majority

True Negative (TN)

False Positive (FP)

Actual Minority

False Negative (FN)

True Positive (TP)

accuracy as the evaluation metric would cause a misunderstanding conclusion
about the generalization performance of a classiﬁer. For instance, in CCSF data
set, 94.2% of examples are non-fraudulent, and only 5.8% are fraudulent. If a
classiﬁer predicts all examples as non-fraudulent class, it will produce a high
accuracy of 94.2% which is meaningless since it performs poorly in predicting
fraudulent class examples.

Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + FN + TN + FP

(4.1)

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the methods by using four
evaluation metrics: True Positive Rate (T P R), True Negative Rate (T N R), Area
Under Curve (AU C) and Geometry-mean (G-mean).
T P R measures the proportion of minority class examples which are correctly
classiﬁed to the total number of minority class examples. T P R is computed by
equation (4.2).
TPR =

TP
TP + FN

(4.2)

T N R measures the proportion of majority class examples which are correctly
classiﬁed to the total number of majority class examples. T N R is computed by
equation (4.3).
T NR =

TN
TN + FP

(4.3)

G-mean measures the balance between TPR and TNR. The maximum value of
G-mean can be achieved when both the values of TPR and TNR reach their
maximum. G-mean is computed by equation (4.4).
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G-mean =

√

T P R × T NR

(4.4)

Fawcett (2004) deﬁnes the AUC of a classiﬁer as “the probability that the classiﬁer will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen
negative instance”. AUC is the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve which is a good estimator for class imbalance problem because it is
not aﬀected by the class distribution. A ROC curve is drawn on a two-dimensional
graph in which TPR is plotted on the Y-axis and F P R = F P/(F P + T N ) is
plotted on the X-axis (Fawcett, 2004). FPR is the proportion of majority class
examples which are misclassiﬁed as minority class to the total number of majority
class examples. The points on the curve depict the trade-oﬀ between TPR (beneﬁt) and FPR (cost) which are computed by applying diﬀerent decision thresholds
that separate the majority and minority class (Fawcett, 2004). Figure 4.1 shows
an example of two ROC curves. The point (0,1) is the perfect classiﬁcation which
produces the highest true positive rate and commits no false positive. Therefore,
a good classiﬁer should produce a curve located near the top left corner. For example, in Figure 4.1, the classiﬁer of curve A performs better than the classiﬁer
of curve B. The diagonal line represents the ROC curve of a random guessing
classiﬁer. The line is denoted by y = x. If a classiﬁer randomly guesses minority
class 50% of the time, it expects to get 0.5 of TPR and 0.5 of FPR. If a classiﬁer
guesses minority 90% of the time, it will get 0.9 of TPR and 0.9 of FPR. Any
classiﬁer whose performance falls under the diagonal line performs worse than
random guessing. The performance based on ROC curve can be converted to
AUC by computing the area under the curve. The value of AUC ranges from 0
to 1. For a model to be acceptable, its AUC must be higher than 0.5.
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Figure 4.1: An example of a ROC curve.

4.3

Experiment Settings

In the experiments, we compare the proposed methods with three groups of methods. The group one consists of methods such as Logistic Regression (LR), Neural
Network (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Bayesian Network (BN), Decision Tree (DT). Group two consists of methods such as LogitBoost, AdaBoost,
RUSBoost, SMOTEBoost and Bagging. Group three consists of cost-sensitive
methods such as AdaCost and MetaCost.
We validate the performance of the models using ten-fold cross-validation.
In ten-fold cross-validation, data is randomly partitioned into ten equal-sized
subsets. Of the ten subsets, a single subset is used as a test set, and the other
nine subsets are used as a training set. This process is repeated for ten times
in which each time a diﬀerent subset is used as a test set. This ensures that all
examples are used for training, and each example is tested exactly once. The
results from each fold are then averaged to produce a single result.
Random values often aﬀect the results of learning algorithms. For example,
the random initialization of weights and biases in a neural network produces a
diﬀerent starting point for the training process. Training a neural network from
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diﬀerent starting points will result in diﬀerent generalization performance. Therefore, we run ten-fold cross-validation for ten times and average the generalization
result from each run. Consequently, 8,400 models (6 data sets x 14 methods x 10
folds x 10 times) are generated in our experiments.
The methods in group one and group two, except RUSBoost and SMOTEBoost, are accuracy-oriented and often produce biased generalization performance
when the training data is imbalanced. For these methods, we applied SMOTE to
generate minority class examples so that the distribution of minority and majority
class examples in the training set are balanced (i.e. 50:50 ratio).
The original training data sets (the data set with imbalanced class distribution) are used directly by RUSBoost, SMOTEBoost, AdaCost, MetaCost, CSDNN and CSDE. We use C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) algorithm as the base learner
for RUSBoost, SMOTEBoost, AdaCost and MetaCost. AdaCost, MetaCost and
CSDNN are cost-sensitive learning algorithms which require pre-deﬁned misclassiﬁcation costs. In binary classiﬁcation, a cost vector of two elements can be used
to characterize the importance or misclassiﬁcation cost of minority and majority
class examples. Let Cost = [Cn , Cp ] be a cost vector where Cn and Cp denote
the misclassiﬁcation cost of majority class and minority class examples respectively. The optimal cost vector of MetaCost, AdaCost and CSDNN algorithms
are found through comprehensive experiments and are shown in Table 4.3. We
use Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) (Hall et al., 2009)
for the experiments.
For CSDE, we use Rectiﬁed Linear Units (R(z) = max(0, z)) (Nair and Hinton, 2010) as the activation function which is found to perform better than the
Sigmoid activation function in deep neural network. The networks are trained
with Stochastic Gradient Descent. We also incorporate Dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) to improve generalization performance. Grid search is applied to ﬁnetune
the hyperparameters such as the number of bootstrap samples T , the number of
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Table 4.3: Cost vectors of each cost-sensitive algorithm.
MetaCost

AdaCost

CSDNN

CCSF

Cost = [1, 23]

Cost = [1, 8]

Cost = [1, 3.5]

Default CR

Cost = [1, 6]

Cost = [1, 2.5]

Cost = [1, 1.8]

DM

Cost = [1, 30]

Cost = [1, 10]

Cost = [1, 3]

Churn

Cost = [1, 65]

Cost = [1, 80]

Cost = [1, 7.4]

KDD98

Cost = [1, 24]

Cost = [1, 15]

Cost = [1, 4.2]

Retail Bank

Cost = [1, 18]

Cost = [1, 17]

Cost = [1, 4]

hidden layers L, and the number of hidden units H. The range of values of each
hyperparameter are: T = {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, H = {50, 100, 150, 200, 300}, and
L = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
In all the experiments, we use training sets for training classiﬁcation models,
tuning hyperparameters, validating the performance of models and selecting the
best models. Test sets are only used to obtain the ﬁnal generalization performance
of the selected models. We report the generalization performance of the compared
methods in the next section.

4.4
4.4.1

Result and Analysis
Comparison with the other methods

Table 4.4 shows the generalization performance of each method averaged over all
data sets. Table 4.4 shows that CSDE outperforms the other methods in term
of TPR, AUC and G-mean. Cost-sensitive learning methods such as AdaCost,
CSDNN and MetaCost achieve 0.64, 0.58 and 0.52 respectively in TPR which
are comparable to CDSE and better than those of the other boosting methods in
group two and the methods in group one. The methods in group one and group
two produce biased performance toward majority class as they achieve very high
values in TNR and relatively low values in TPR (less than 60%). This should be
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the result of over-ﬁtting problem when using SMOTE to generate new minority
class examples. Since G-mean deﬁnes the balance between TPR and TNR, the
methods in these two groups also obtain low performance in G-mean. Logistic
regression, bayesian network and neural network obtain considerably good AUC;
however, there are high trade-oﬀs in TPR which is more important than TNR.
The performance of our method (CSDE) increases when we incorporate ensemble
learning with CSDNN. CSDE obtains high performance in identifying minority
class examples. In the meantime, it also maintains the balance between minority
and majority class examples by achieving a high average G-mean. Figure 4.2
shows the boxplots of the generalization performance of each method averaged
across all data sets. Figure 4.2a shows that CSDE, CSDNN and AdaCost produce
the top best boxplots of TPR. The three boxplots show relatively small spread and
their ﬁrst quartiles are higher than those of the other methods. CSDE also obtains
an outperforming boxplot comparing to all other methods. The ﬁrst quartile of
CSDE’s boxplot is higher than those of AdaCost, MetaCost and CSDNN. Figure
4.2c shows the boxplot of AUC distribution. The boxplots of all methods show
a similar spread except for those of SVM and Decision Tree. The ﬁrst and third
quartile of CSDE’s boxplot are the highest. CSDE’s boxplot has a median of
approximately 0.7 in AUC, and it is located near the top part of the box which
shows that more than 50% of the AUC samples is higher than 0.7. The boxplots
of G-mean in Figure 4.2d also depicts similar characteristics.
We compare the performance of each method by computing the average ranks
across all data sets. A rank of a method for a data set is determined by its
position in a sorted list of an evaluation metric. For example, we compute the
AUC ranks of each method from a data set. Firstly, we sort AUC performance
of all the methods in ascending order. Secondly, the best-performing method will
be ranked 1 and the second best will be ranked 2. We repeat this process on the
other data sets and compute the average ranks. To make a better comparison,
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Table 4.4: Average performance over all data sets.
CSDE
CSDNN
AdaCost
MetaCost
LogitBoost
RUSBoost
Logistic Regression
Bayesian Network
AdaBoost
Bagging
Neural Network
SVM
SMOTEBoost
Decision Tree

Avg. TPR
0.66
0.58
0.64
0.52
0.46
0.21
0.30
0.27
0.43
0.25
0.25
0.54
0.49
0.41

Avg. TNR
0.62
0.63
0.56
0.73
0.74
0.92
0.88
0.87
0.74
0.89
0.92
0.63
0.69
0.75

Avg. AUC
0.68
0.65
0.65
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.65
0.64
0.62
0.61
0.65
0.59
0.63
0.61

Avg. G-mean
0.63
0.60
0.58
0.61
0.58
0.40
0.48
0.43
0.54
0.44
0.40
0.54
0.56
0.52

we also compute the overall ranks of each method across all evaluation metrics
(TPR, TNR, AUC and G-mean). Table 4.5 shows the average ranks by each
evaluation metric for each method, and the ranks of the methods among the
same evaluation metric are shown in square brackets. The Overall Rank column
denotes the overall rank computed across the four evaluation metrics. Table
4.5 shows that CSDE ranks the ﬁrst in three measures: TPR, AUC and Gmean. AdaCost and CSDNN come in the second and third respectively in TPR.
The ranks of TNR of these three methods are relatively high. However, it does
not imply that these methods perform worse than the others because the other
methods obtain highly biased and imbalanced results between TPR and TNR.
In class imbalance problem, minority class examples are more important and
have a higher misclassiﬁcation cost than majority class examples. Therefore, the
methods which have lower ranks in TPR, G-mean and AUC are more favorable.
SVM and Decision Tree rank 13 and 14 in AUC which are the underperforming
results. Cost-sensitive learning methods such as CSDE, CSDNN, AdaCost and
MetaCost, could maintain better performance in TPR and G-mean than other
methods.
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Table 4.5: Average ranks over all data sets.
CSDE
CSDNN
AdaCost
MetaCost
LogitBoost
RUSBoost
Logistic Regression
Bayesian Network
AdaBoost
Bagging
Neural Network
SVM
SMOTEBoost
Decision Tree

TPR
2.33[1]
3.67[3]
3.25[2]
4.5[4]
10.67[11]
6.33[6]
7.92[9]
12[13]
10[10]
7.58[8]
7.33[7]
5.67[5]
12.83[14]
10.92[12]

TNR
11.42[12]
12[14]
11.75[13]
9.25[10]
4.17[3]
8.58[8]
7.5[7]
2.67[2]
4.92[5]
7[6]
8.67[9]
10[11]
2.25[1]
4.83[4]

AUC
2.17[1]
6.08[3]
6.58[5]
7.83[9]
5[2]
7.58[8]
7.5[7]
6.17[4]
6.58[5]
8.92[11]
8.92[11]
12.75[14]
8.25[10]
10.67[13]

G-mean
2[1]
4.33[3]
5.83[5]
3.08[2]
9.42[10]
5[4]
7.5[6]
10.67[12]
10[11]
7.58[7]
8.08[9]
7.75[8]
12.92[14]
10.83[13]

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Overall Rank
1
2
3
3
5
5
7
8
8
10
11
12
13
14

Figure 4.2: Boxplots of the performance of the proposed methods and the compared methods over all data sets.
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Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 show detailed results of the experiments by data
sets for each method. TPR, TNR, AUC and G-mean are the average results
computed over ten-folds cross-validation with 10 repeated tests. Wilcoxon signedrank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) is used to demonstrate the statistical signiﬁcance
of the experiments. The statistical signiﬁcance tests of CSDE with the other
methods are also illustrated in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7. The symbols “++” and
“+” represents statistical signiﬁcance at 5% and 10% level respectively if CSDE
performs better than the compared methods. Similarly, the symbols “−−” and
“−” represents statistical signiﬁcance at 5% and 10% level respectively if the
compared methods perform better than CSDE.
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0.54++ 0.81−− 0.74++ 0.66++
0.47++ 0.87−− 0.75++ 0.64++
0.53++ 0.81−− 0.74++ 0.66++
0.58++ 0.77++ 0.73++ 0.67++
0.48++ 0.83−− 0.71++ 0.63++
0.59++ 0.77++ 0.73++ 0.67++

0.39++ 0.86−− 0.72−− 0.58++
0.65−− 0.61++ 0.63++ 0.63++
0.55++
0.66+

0.65+

0.54++ 0.8−− 0.73−−
0.27++ 0.97−− 0.73−− 0.51++
0.64++

0.33++ 0.9−− 0.71−

0.51++ 0.81−− 0.7++
0.56++ 0.76−− 0.66++
0.57++ 0.73−− 0.71++ 0.65++

AdaBoost

Bagging

LogitBoost

RUSBoost

SMOTEBoost

AdaCost

MetaCost

CSDNN
0.7

0.51++ 0.8−− 0.67++ 0.64++

0.29++ 0.94−− 0.64++ 0.52++

Decision Tree

0.61

0.46++ 0.86−− 0.72++ 0.63++

Bayesian Network 0.36++ 0.91−− 0.74−− 0.57++

CSDE

0.53++ 0.85−− 0.69++ 0.67++

0.41++ 0.75−− 0.58++ 0.56++

0.71

0.66

0.69++

0.62

0.78

0.76

0.7

0.61++ 0.73++ 0.74++ 0.67++

0.64−− 0.74++ 0.7++

0.67++

SVM

0.73++

0.7−−

TNR

0.72++ 0.66++

AUC GMEAN

DM

0.69

0.69

0.75

0.69

0.64++ 0.64++ 0.70++ 0.65++

0.7−− 0.67++ 0.67++ 0.68++

0.67++ 0.62++ 0.69++ 0.64++

0.15++ 0.96−− 0.67++ 0.38++

0.58++ 0.75−− 0.71++ 0.66++

0.56++ 0.79−− 0.72++ 0.67++

0.21++ 0.94−− 0.71++ 0.44−−

0.21++ 0.93−− 0.67++ 0.44++

0.22++ 0.92−− 0.64++ 0.45++

0.18++ 0.94−− 0.67++ 0.41++

0.67++ 0.61++ 0.64++ 0.64++

0.53++ 0.77−− 0.71++ 0.64++

0.62++

AUC GMEAN TPR

0.54++ 0.78+ 0.72++ 0.65++

0.81−−

TNR

0.36++ 0.82−− 0.64++ 0.54++

0.55++

Neural Network

0.55++

Logistic Regression

0.65++

0.77−−

0.40++

AUC GMEAN TPR

TNR

TPR

Default CR

Methods

CCSF

Table 4.6: Experiment results of the proposed methods and the other compared methods.
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0.16++ 0.87−− 0.52++ 0.37++

0.79− 0.27++ 0.53++ 0.46++

0.52

0.57

0.43++ 0.65−− 0.56++ 0.53++

0.58++ 0.49− 0.54++ 0.54++

CSDNN

0.57

0.41++ 0.69−− 0.56++ 0.53++

0.45++ 0.65−− 0.56++ 0.54−−

MetaCost
0.55

0.57−− 0.49++ 0.55++ 0.53++

0.62++ 0.47−− 0.56++ 0.54−−

AdaCost

0.57

0.14++ 0.88−− 0.53++ 0.35++

0.1++

0.01++ 1−− 0.54++

SMOTEBoost

0.35

0.31++ 0.75−− 0.54++ 0.48++

0.23++ 0.73−− 0.48++ 0.41++

RUSBoost

0.77

0.14++ 0.9−− 0.57++ 0.35++

0.09++ 0.92−− 0.56++ 0.29++

LogitBoost

CSDE

0.27++ 0.71−− 0.5++

0.41++ 0.66−− 0.53++ 0.52−−

Bagging

0.56

0.44++

0.03++ 0.98−− 0.56++ 0.17++

0.2++

0.04++ 0.97−− 0.57++

AdaBoost

0.1++

0.17++ 0.85−− 0.56++ 0.38++

0.01++ 1−− 0.57++

0.02++ 0.99−− 0.55++ 0.14++

0.1++

Decision Tree

Bayesian Network 0.01++ 1−− 0.53++

0.38++

SVM

0.54++

0.82−−

TNR

0.5++

0.37++

0.7

0.62

0.72

0.66

0.61++ 0.54++ 0.61++ 0.58++

0.35++ 0.87−− 0.62++ 0.55++

0.89−− 0.22++ 0.65++ 0.44++

0.23++ 0.89−− 0.62++ 0.45++

0.53++ 0.63−− 0.61++ 0.58++

0.15++ 0.93−− 0.6++

0.55++ 0.64−− 0.61++ 0.59++

0.43++ 0.64−− 0.55++ 0.52++

0.29++ 0.85−− 0.57++

0.47++ 0.81−− 0.69++ 0.61++

0.69++ 0.45++ 0.57++ 0.56++

0.53++

0.43++ 0.33++

AUC GMEAN

Retail Bank

0.36++ 0.79−− 0.6++

0.13++

AUC GMEAN TPR

0.71−− 0.32++ 0.52++ 0.48++

0.86−−

TNR

0.43++ 0.65−− 0.56++ 0.53−−

0.17++

Neural Network

0.54−−

Logistic Regression

0.57++

0.51−−

0.58++

AUC GMEAN TPR

TNR

TPR

KDD98

Methods

Churn

Table 4.7: Experiment results of the proposed methods and the other compared methods.

For CCSF data set, CSDE signiﬁcantly outperforms the other methods (except
Bagging) in TPR at the level 5%. However, it performs signiﬁcantly worse than
Bayesian Network, AdaBoost, RUSBoost and SMOTEBoost in AUC at level 5%.
CSDE maintains a relatively good G-mean of 0.66 which is signiﬁcantly better
than most of the compared methods at level 5%. CCSF data set is the smallest
data set among the six data set, and there is a possibility that the size of data
set aﬀect AUC performance of CSDE.
Default CR data set has 22% of minority class examples which is the lowest
imbalance ratio among the data sets in the experiment. Most methods yield
relatively good results in AUC which are above 0.7. CSDE obtains AUC and
G-mean of 0.76 and 0.7 respectively which signiﬁcantly outperform the other
methods at 5% level. CSDNN and MetaCost also produce considerably good
performance comparing to CSDE.
For DM and Retail Bank data sets, CSDE obtains the highest results in AUC
and G-mean which signiﬁcantly outperform the other methods at 5% level. The
methods in group one and group two obtain very high performance on training
data, but the performance degrades on testing data. The methods in group one
and group two such as SMOTEBoost and Decision Tree are highly suﬀered from
over-ﬁtting problem (Refer to the Section 4.4.2 for more details).
Churn and KDD98 both are complicated and diﬃcult data sets. Churn data
set consists of only 1.8% of minority class examples. KDD98 data set has the
largest number of examples and consists of 5.1% of minority class examples. For
Churn data set, CSDE outperforms all the compared methods in AUC at 5%
level. It also signiﬁcantly outperform the other methods in AUC and G-mean
at 5% level for KDD98 data set. Bayesian Network, Decision Tree, AdaBoost,
LogitBoost and SMOTEBoost obtain very high performance in TNR for both
data sets while the performance in TPR is very low. RUSBoost obtains the
lowest AUC for Churn data sets.
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4.4.2

Comparison of generalization gaps

Generalization gap is the diﬀerence between the performance tested on training
set and test set. When training a learning algorithm with training data, we
evaluate the training performance by computing a measure called training error
(i.e. the proportion of the number of misclassiﬁed example to the total number of
examples in training set). An optimization algorithm such as the gradient descent
tries to minimize this training error to create a model which learns the underlying
concept of the problem. Training error is also used for tuning hyperparameters
of the algorithm and model selection. However, obtaining low training error does
not imply that a model will perform well in the future test. To assess how well a
learning model performs, a trained model must be tested with previously unseen
data (testing data) and generates a measure called test error. The relationships
between training error and test error contribute some information that could
determine the performance of the model. A well performing model can be assessed
by its ability to (Goodfellow et al., 2016):
1. Make the training error small
2. Make the generalization gap between training error and testing error small
These two points are relevant to the two problems in machine learning, namely
underﬁtting and overﬁtting. Underﬁtting problem occurs when the learning algorithm could not learn the underlying concept of the training data; usually when
the training error is large. Overﬁtting problem occurs when there is a large generalization gap between training error and test error. Overﬁtting model usually
learns to memorize the data points rather than learning to generalize the concept.
Since we focus on class imbalance problem, training and test error could not
provide a meaningful comparison. Therefore, we instead compare the TPR, TNR,
AUC and G-mean performance derived from training set and test set. We plot the
AUC performance of training set and test set for each method in Figure 4.3 and
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Figure 4.4. The graphs of TPR, TNR and G-mean show similar characteristics to
that of AUC and thus we decide not to plot them. For CCSF data set, Decision
Tree and Bagging produce relatively large gaps comparing to the other methods.
MetaCost obtains the smallest gap following by CSDNN and CSDE. For DM
and Retail bank data sets, MetaCost, CSDNN and CSDE are unlikely to have
overﬁtting problem since the diﬀerence between training AUC and testing AUC
is considerably small. Small AUC generalization gaps are also found in Churn
and Default CR data set for CSDNN and CSDE. The average generalization
gaps of each evaluation metric over all data sets are shown in Table 4.8 and
its corresponding ﬁgure is shown in Figure 4.5. In Table 4.8, the Overall Rank
column is the rank of the average generalization gap across the four evaluation
metrics, namely TPR, TNR, AUC and G-mean. We ascendingly sort each row
in the table by the overall rank. Table 4.8 shows that CSDNN and CSDE obtain
the ﬁrst and second rank. Since these two methods also rank the top two of
the average generalization performance (as in Table 4.5), the methods are less
prone to overﬁtting. SVM ranks the fourth with an average AUC gap of 0.157.
Referring to the Table 4.5, SVM ranks 12 which implies that it performs poorly
on generalization performance. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show that in most
of the data sets especially CCSF, Default CR, DM and Churn, SVM obtains
relatively low performance in AUC for both training set and testing set which
results in a small average generalization gap. In this case, SVM might suﬀer from
underﬁtting problem. MetaCost, AdaCost and RUSBoost obtain fairly acceptable
performance.
In summary, our proposed methods (CSDNN and CSDE) perform better than
the other methods in both the generalization performance and generalization
gaps. The other methods which are involved with oversampling seem to create
overﬁtting classiﬁers.
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Table 4.8: Average generalization gaps over all data sets.
Average Generalization Gap:

4.4.3

TPR

TNR

AUC

G-mean

Overall Rank

CSDNN

0.021

0.001

0.027

0.012

1

CSDE

-0.041

0.077

0.073

0.013

2

MetaCost

0.123

0.007

0.074

0.075

3

SVM

0.239

0.077

0.157

0.196

4

Logistic Regression

0.331

-0.040

0.188

0.199

5

RUSBoost

0.302

0.046

0.187

0.177

6

AdaCost

0.358

0.104

0.284

0.231

7

Neural Network

0.322

0.142

0.263

0.257

8

LogitBoost

0.515

-0.012

0.259

0.357

9

AdaBoost

0.563

0.019

0.284

0.431

10

Bagging

0.533

0.242

0.373

0.426

11

Bayesian Network

0.678

0.040

0.320

0.539

12

Decision Tree

0.704

0.082

0.380

0.526

13

SMOTEBoost

0.743

0.077

0.366

0.573

14

Comparison with diﬀerent settings of CSDE

We extend our experiment by comparing CSDE with various number of subsets
or bootstrap samples which is denoted by T . We perform experiment on CSDE
with T = {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. Figure 4.6 shows the results of comparing CSDE
with diﬀerent number of bootstrap samples for each data set and Figure 4.7 shows
the results averaged over all data sets. Figure 4.7 shows that the performance
of AUC and G-mean remains relatively stable when the number of bootstrap
samples is larger than 5. CSDET =k denotes a CSDE classiﬁer with T = k. When
the number of bootstrap samples T =50, CSDET =50 yields the highest TNR, AUC
and G-mean. CSDET =10 and CSDET =50 achieves equal AUC, but CSDET =10 is
slightly underperformed in TNR and G-mean. CSDET =10 obtains a higher TPR
than that of CSDET =50 . Both CSDET =10 and CSDET =50 produce comparable
results; however, CSDET =50 requires more computing resources.
In the ﬁrst step of CSDE, we construct a deep neural network C which is
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based on Stacked Denoising Autoencoders. The bootstrap samples are ﬁtted to
each layer of the network C to extract new features representations. We perform
experiments on the eﬀect of the number of hidden layers L = {1, 2, 3, 4} and
the number of hidden units in each layer H = {50, 100, 150, 200, 300}. Table
4.9 shows the results of CSDE on diﬀerent number of hidden units H averaged
over L = {1, 2, 3, 4} for all data sets. Table 4.9 shows that when the number
of hidden units H is 150 and 200, CSDE classiﬁers obtain better TPR than
those when H = 50 and H = 100. CSDE yields the best performance in AUC
and G-mean when H = 200. Using H = 150, CSDE also yields promising
results which are slightly lower than those values obtained when using H = 200.
According to these average results, H = 200 is the most suitable setting. Table
4.10 shows the results of CSDE on diﬀerent number of hidden layers L averaged
over H = {50, 100, 150, 200, 300} for all data sets. Table 4.10 shows that using
L = 1 and L = 2, the classiﬁers yield comparable performance in which the
classiﬁer using L = 2 obtain 1% lower in AUC than that of L = 1. Using L = 1
and L = 2, the classiﬁers obtain outperforming results over the classiﬁers using
L = 3 and L = 4. The choices of L and H are problem-dependent. These
parameters need to be tuned according to diﬀerent situations based on the size
of data sets, the ratio of class imbalance and complexities of the problems.
Table 4.9: Results of CSDE on diﬀerent number of hidden units H averaged
over L = {1, 2, 3, 4} for all data sets.
H

TPR

TNR

AUC

G-mean

50

0.659

0.553

0.610

0.567

100

0.661

0.552

0.616

0.559

150

0.699

0.513

0.620

0.554

200

0.678

0.552

0.622

0.582

300

0.704

0.505

0.614

0.543
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Table 4.10: Results of CSDE on diﬀerent number of hidden layers L averaged
over H = {50, 100, 150, 200, 300} for all data sets.

4.4.4

L

TPR

TNR

AUC

G-mean

1

0.711

0.546

0.669

0.597

2

0.720

0.531

0.661

0.594

3

0.677

0.509

0.585

0.534

4

0.611

0.576

0.570

0.539

Comparison with diﬀerent class imbalance ratios

In this experiment, we compare the performance of CSDE, CSDNN, AdaCost and
MetaCost which are trained using training data of diﬀerent class imbalance ratios.
We generate a series of training sets in which the number of minority examples
are varied from 10% to 80% of the total number of minority class examples.
We denote α as the percentage of minority class example. Table 4.11 show the
performance of the methods over α = {10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100}. All minority class
examples are included in the training set when α = 100%. The hyperparameters
of the methods are identical to those used in the previous experiments (Section
4.4.1).
For CCSF data set, the results show that the AUC and G-mean performance
metrics of CSDE, AdaCost and MetaCost decrease as α decreases. From α = 60%
to α = 100%, the AUC and G-mean values of CSDE and AdaCost have changed
slightly. The values of TPR and TNR of CSDE do not change signiﬁcantly
and remain relatively balanced. CSDNN suﬀers from performance bias toward
majority class when α is below 60%.
For DM data set which has a similar percentage of minority class example
(6%) to that of CCSF (5.8%), we observe that the AUC and G-mean values of
CSDE are getting higher when α is increasing. CSDNN and MetaCost obtain
bias performance toward majority class when α is smaller than 40%. These two
observations are similar to those of CCSF data set. The G-mean value of AdaCost
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signiﬁcantly drops when α is smaller than 60%.
KDD98 data set consists of 95,412 examples in which 5.1% is belonging to
minority class. CSDE produces relatively stable results with small changes across
all values of α. CSDNN and MetaCost remains having imbalanced results between
TPR and TNR. AdaCost obtains comparable results with CSDE when α is larger
than 40%.
For Default CR data set, the AUC result of CSDE is less likely to be aﬀected
by the changes of α because 22% of total examples are minority class which is
relatively high. The AUC and G-mean values of AdaCost and MetaCost drop
along with the α value.
For Retail bank data set, the AUC and G-mean values of CSDE and AdaCost
decrease when α is lower than 60%. CSDNN obtains comparable results to AdaCost only when α is equal to 80% and 100%. MetaCost does not produce good
performance on this data set.
The Churn data set is one of the most diﬃcult data set due to its highly
imbalanced class distribution of 1.8%. CSDE and MetaCost suﬀer from performance bias when α is lower than 80%. AdaCost achieves higher G-mean values
than the other three methods across most α values.
In summary, CSDE algorithm is able to maintain better G-mean value across
all imbalance ratios and it is unlikely to have performance bias toward majority
class. CSDNN, MetaCost and AdaCost are more sensitive to class imbalance
ratio. Performance bias usually occurs when the value of α becomes smaller.
CSDE produces promising results on all data sets except for Churn data set
which has a very small number of minority class examples (1.8%).
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Table 4.11: The performance of CSDE, CSDNN, AdaCost and MetaCost on
data sets with diﬀerent class imbalance ratio.

α

10

20

40

60

80

100

CCSF (%minority = 5.8%, size=18,373)

CSDE

CSDNN

AdaCost

MetaCost

TPR

0.661

0.672

0.651

0.663

0.636

0.615

TNR

0.567

0.570

0.595

0.623

0.677

0.700

AUC

0.636

0.643

0.662

0.679

0.703

0.714

G-mean

0.612

0.619

0.622

0.643

0.656

0.656

TPR

0.030

0.152

0.326

0.580

0.605

0.571

TNR

0.985

0.937

0.860

0.698

0.652

0.732

AUC

0.616

0.646

0.656

0.695

0.684

0.707

G-mean

0.171

0.378

0.529

0.636

0.628

0.647

TPR

0.113

0.167

0.289

0.391

0.453

0.510

TNR

0.977

0.958

0.916

0.880

0.845

0.813

AUC

0.549

0.578

0.629

0.663

0.686

0.699

G-mean

0.332

0.400

0.514

0.586

0.619

0.644

TPR

0.011

0.025

0.158

0.256

0.392

0.563

TNR

0.999

0.998

0.975

0.947

0.878

0.755

AUC

0.534

0.526

0.607

0.605

0.639

0.661

G-mean

0.102

0.159

0.392

0.492

0.587

0.652

Default CR (%minority = 22%, size=30,000)

CSDE

CSDNN

AdaCost

MetaCost

TPR

0.565

0.798

0.921

0.558

0.575

0.621

TNR

0.760

0.454

0.210

0.846

0.831

0.781

AUC

0.716

0.669

0.732

0.744

0.759

0.760

G-mean

0.656

0.602

0.439

0.687

0.692

0.696

TPR

0.196

0.386

0.554

0.541

0.634

0.614

TNR

0.971

0.922

0.812

0.832

0.755

0.727

AUC

0.693

0.718

0.745

0.744

0.751

0.742

G-mean

0.436

0.597

0.671

0.671

0.692

0.668

TPR

0.144

0.257

0.398

0.497

0.571

0.585

TNR

0.963

0.931

0.868

0.817

0.760

0.767

AUC

0.562

0.657

0.690

0.702

0.714

0.728

G-mean

0.372

0.489

0.588

0.637

0.659

0.670

TPR

0.139

0.265

0.421

0.515

0.586

0.638

TNR

0.985

0.965

0.913

0.852

0.790

0.741

AUC

0.648

0.656

0.691

0.697

0.703

0.701

G-mean

0.370

0.506

0.620

0.663

0.681

0.688
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Table 4.11 (continued)
DM (%minority = 6%, size=86,191)

CSDE

CSDNN

AdaCost

MetaCost

TPR

0.705

0.740

0.711

0.707

0.687

0.691

TNR

0.553

0.591

0.645

0.656

0.691

0.690

AUC

0.681

0.717

0.734

0.741

0.747

0.751

G-mean

0.624

0.661

0.677

0.681

0.689

0.690

TPR

0.001

0.001

0.642

0.644

0.648

0.645

TNR

0.999

0.999

0.658

0.648

0.648

0.644

AUC

0.529

0.605

0.719

0.715

0.713

0.704

G-mean

0.032

0.032

0.650

0.646

0.648

0.645

TPR

0.170

0.280

0.434

0.541

0.627

0.674

TNR

0.933

0.884

0.802

0.731

0.671

0.618

AUC

0.569

0.600

0.643

0.679

0.692

0.694

G-mean

0.398

0.497

0.590

0.629

0.648

0.645

TPR

0.005

0.157

0.598

0.617

0.621

0.696

TNR

1.000

0.981

0.785

0.772

0.770

0.668

AUC

0.518

0.602

0.685

0.680

0.688

0.671

G-mean

0.069

0.392

0.685

0.690

0.691

0.682

Churn (%minority = 1.8%, size=51,306)

CSDE

CSDNN

AdaCost

MetaCost

TPR

0.041

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.515

0.772

TNR

0.968

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.556

0.351

AUC

0.514

0.521

0.524

0.524

0.531

0.571

G-mean

0.200

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.535

0.521

TPR

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.584

TNR

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.494

AUC

0.485

0.485

0.486

0.493

0.514

0.543

G-mean

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.537

TPR

0.091

0.132

0.217

0.259

0.326

0.621

TNR

0.920

0.887

0.827

0.806

0.754

0.466

AUC

0.505

0.510

0.522

0.533

0.543

0.561

G-mean

0.289

0.342

0.423

0.457

0.496

0.538

TPR

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.003

0.077

0.448

TNR

0.999

1.000

1.000

0.999

0.958

0.654

AUC

0.500

0.485

0.495

0.504

0.559

0.562

G-mean

0.032

0.047

0.033

0.053

0.272

0.541
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Table 4.11 (continued)
KDD98 (%minority = 5.1%, size=95,412)

CSDE

CSDNN

AdaCost

MetaCost

TPR

0.535

0.560

0.584

0.488

0.571

0.555

TNR

0.572

0.531

0.533

0.645

0.538

0.574

AUC

0.555

0.549

0.561

0.572

0.563

0.573

G-mean

0.553

0.545

0.558

0.561

0.554

0.564

TPR

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.006

0.230

0.435

TNR

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.998

0.762

0.649

AUC

0.557

0.580

0.588

0.583

0.491

0.564

G-mean

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.074

0.419

0.531

TPR

0.098

0.160

0.293

0.400

0.454

0.573

TNR

0.919

0.856

0.747

0.647

0.593

0.485

AUC

0.508

0.508

0.523

0.526

0.528

0.547

G-mean

0.300

0.370

0.468

0.508

0.519

0.527

TPR

0.002

0.001

0.011

0.015

0.251

0.410

TNR

0.998

1.000

0.997

0.996

0.845

0.693

AUC

0.515

0.533

0.578

0.569

0.579

0.562

G-mean

0.050

0.032

0.106

0.120

0.461

0.533

Retail bank (%minority = 11%, size=41,188)

CSDE

CSDNN

AdaCost

MetaCost

TPR

0.853

0.943

0.962

0.859

0.859

0.705

TNR

0.310

0.158

0.092

0.433

0.490

0.622

AUC

0.611

0.596

0.565

0.705

0.708

0.716

G-mean

0.514

0.386

0.298

0.610

0.649

0.662

TPR

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.650

0.615

TNR

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.584

0.542

AUC

0.679

0.692

0.680

0.669

0.656

0.614

G-mean

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.616

0.579

TPR

0.276

0.289

0.329

0.652

0.642

0.890

TNR

0.804

0.819

0.853

0.547

0.587

0.220

AUC

0.541

0.558

0.589

0.640

0.622

0.647

G-mean

0.472

0.487

0.530

0.597

0.614

0.442

TPR

0.009

0.000

0.158

0.333

0.329

0.350

TNR

0.993

1.000

0.954

0.910

0.908

0.868

AUC

0.500

0.518

0.625

0.610

0.608

0.619

G-mean

0.095

0.020

0.388

0.551

0.547

0.551
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Figure 4.3: The training and testing performance of AUC on CCSF, Default
CR and DM data sets.
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Figure 4.4: The training and testing performance of AUC on Churn, KDD98
and Retail bank data sets.
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Figure 4.5: Generalization gaps of each evaluation metric averaged over all data
sets.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.6: Results of comparing CSDE with diﬀerent number of bootstrap
samples denoted by T .
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Figure 4.7: Average results of comparing CSDE with diﬀerent number of bootstrap samples denoted by T .
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Chapter 5

Fake Review Detection

In this chapter, we will solve a class imbalance problem in the application of
fake review detection by using class imbalance techniques. We also demonstrate
the process of feature selection and feature engineering based on the domain
knowledge of this application. CSDE and CSDNN along with the other ﬁve
representative methods in class imbalance problem including MetaCost, AdaCost,
RUSBoost, SMOTEBoost and SVM (with SMOTE) will be used for comparison.

5.1

Brief Introduction

Over the past few decades, the Internet has enabled people to express their opinions to the public through several ways such as public forums, personal blogs
and social networking sites. In addition, on some e-commerce websites, people
also share their experiences, comments, criticisms of the products or services by
posting online reviews. These types of contents are called the user-generated contents. Fake review or review spam is referred to the review which is written to
overpraise positive view to promote products or services. It is also the review containing harmful contents to damage the reputations of the products or services.
(Jindal and Liu, 2008). Business owners might pay someone to write positive
reviews about their products or services or to write negative reviews about their
competitors (Crawford, Khoshgoftaar, Prusa, Richter, Al Najada, 2015). There
have been a few reports about review spam cases. In 2010, a California marketing company was charged with generating fake positive reviews of games in
Apple iTunes Store (Helft, 2010). The company was then ordered to remove all
the reviews written by their employees. Lifestyle Lift, a plastic surgery franchise,
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was ﬁned $300,000 for having their employees to post positive reviews during the
spare time (Stonington, 2009). Samsung, a giant South Korean based company,
was accused of hiring students to write negative reviews about Taiwan’s HTC
(BBC, 2013). The existence of fake reviews results in negative impact on consumers experience and industries. Consumers could be misleading by untruthful
reviews and make wrong purchase decision. For review hosting websites, having
many fake reviews will aﬀect the user experience, and the industries themselves
will lose trustworthiness. Therefore, the method to detect online fake reviews is
necessary.

5.2

Dataset

Research in fake review detection often faces with some challenges. One of the
diﬃculties is the lack of labeled data. In supervised learning, reliable labeled
dataset is necessarily required to train a classiﬁcation model and produce good
generalization performance. To the best of knowledge, gold-standard benchmark
data set for fake review detection is not available. Some previous research studies
depend largely on self-labeling and artiﬁcial data. As mentioned in Section 2.3.5,
Ott et al. (2011) used crowdsourcing tools in the Amazon Mechanical Turk(AMT)
to generate 400 fake positive reviews of 20 hotels in Chicago. AMT is a crowdsourcing marketplace which enables individuals or requesters to employ human
(also called Turker) to perform tasks that could not be accomplished by computer over the Internet. Ott et al. (2011) created a pool of 400 requests which
instruct 400 Turkers to pretend to be hotel employees, and their boss ask them
to write a fake review about their hotels. The reviews written must be positive
and realistic. All Turkers are located in United States and were given 30 minutes to write the reviews. However, the number of reviews collected is relatively
small, and the contents of the generated reviews are not well-represented to the
real-life fake reviews (Mukherjee et al., 2013). Li et al. (2011) collected 60,000
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product reviews and employed 10 college students to label 6,000 reviews which
are randomly sampled from the 60,000 reviews. Each of the reviews contains a
helpful evaluation score and comments. Some reviews have up to one hundred
helpfulness scores and comments. The authors assumed that fake reviews are less
likely to help people to get to know the products and thus fake reviews have a
strong relationship to the helpfulness evaluation scores and the number of comments. Manually labeled data by human eﬀort is also a challenging task due to
information overload (Shojaee et al., 2013).
The limitation of publicly available data is another challenge. Some of the
key features such as user IP address, user login behavior, network session, click
streams and more detailed information about users are not available to access.
Such sensitive information can be accessed only by the e-commerce website themselves. It could violate user privacy if it is released to the public. All these
challenges are barriers for researchers to create an ideal detection model.
Mukherjee et al. (2013) utilized ad-hoc data set from a crowd-sourced review
website called Yelp. Yelp allows their users to write reviews and give star ratings
for local businesses such as restaurants, hotels, salons, dentists and others. To
improve the customer experience, the platform adopts a mechanism to automatically ﬁlter or hide fake or illegitimate reviews and display only the honest and
helpful reviews. One advantage of using the reviews from this website as a data
set is that Yelp’s ﬁlter algorithm is reliable that we could use their ﬁltered reviews
as positive examples and the unﬁltered reviews as the negative examples. Yelp
ﬁlter algorithm might be trained with sensitive data which are not available to
the public. Secondly, a study conducted by Mukherjee et al. (2013) has proofed
that Yelp ﬁlter algorithm is at least performing a reasonable job. By analyzing
the words frequency in both ﬁltered and non-ﬁltered reviews, they found that
there was a precise linguistic diﬀerence between both of types of reviews. The
ﬁltered reviews reﬂect to the real-life setting (i.e. more likely to be fake).
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Table 5.1: Descriptive statistic of fake review data set.
Variables

Mean

Std.Dev

Min

25%

50%

75%

Max

Skewness

ARS

0.07

0.06

0.00

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.96

4.45

PPR

0.67

0.17

0.00

0.57

0.68

0.78

1.00

-0.43

MNR

8.79

9.05

1.00

3.00

6.00

11.00

366.00

6.02

ARL

710.87

381.42

16.80

446.72

646.75

892.57

4480.60

1.44

NFR

10.56

45.15

0.00

0.00

1.00

5.00

896.00

11.89

RR

1.00

0.26

0.22

0.85

1.00

1.25

1.42

-0.98

AW

958.20

618.48

1.00

454.00

922.00

1422.00

2929.00

0.25

ML

45.75

18.95

3.98

31.02

45.01

59.99

98.99

0.07

NR

116.58

228.66

1.00

13.00

37.00

121.00

2602.00

4.67

AP

0.29

1.22

0.00

0.03

0.07

0.16

45.00

15.08

NFI

59.42

245.17

0.00

2.00

10.00

38.00

4706.00

11.69

NF

7.14

35.72

0.00

0.00

1.00

3.00

540.00

11.04

NT

12.99

66.64

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

2166.00

11.60

RL

774.78

673.69

1.00

321.00

585.00

1018.00

5042.00

2.21

3.98

1.07

1.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

-1.04

RWR

In this work, we use a data set of reviews on 121 restaurants from Yelp. The
data set is highly imbalanced and consists of 21,956 reviews in which 20,752
(94.52%) reviews are non-fake reviews and 1,204 (5.48%) are fake reviews. The
descriptive statistic of the data is shown in Table 5.1. Among all the reviews,
the average reviews rating is 3.98 with 1.07 standard deviation which means the
reviewers mostly write positive reviews. Figure 5.1 shows a histogram for each
rating (1-5). The data consists of 11,695 reviewers in which 40% of reviewers
have 2 or more reviews. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the histogram of the
number of reviews versus the number of reviewers and the number of restaurants
respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Review ratings and the number of reviews.

Figure 5.2: Number of reviews and the number of reviewers.

5.3

Feature extraction

Feature engineering is one of the most important processes in data mining. Choosing the right features could produce a plausible model. The features we used in
this work are mainly based on the behavior of the reviewers. The features are
described as following.
1. Average Review Similarity (ARS): Generally, when there is no incentive to write fake reviews, the reviews written by the same reviewer are
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Figure 5.3: Number of reviews and the number of restaurants.
usually random. To compose a persuasive and inﬂuential review that will
aﬀect consumers purchase decision, the fake review writers or spammers
often write their reviews in a consistent and believable manner (Hu et al.,
2012). By comparing the content similarities between a review and all other
reviews belonging to the same reviewer, we obtain the writing behavior of
the reviewer. Average review similarity also assists in identifying duplicate reviews or the reviews with less signiﬁcant change. As writing fake
reviews is involved in composing fake experience which is limited and a
time-consuming task, spammers often copy (with minor changed) their reviews and post multiple times on diﬀerent products (Jindal and Liu, 2008).
Figure 5.4 shows a histogram of average review similarity. Majority of review similarities is bounded between 0 to 0.17 which implies that the writing
styles and words used in the reviews are less consistent. To compute a review similarity between two reviews pair, we transform each review content
into vector space representations and obtain a similarity measurement using
cosine similarity. Cosine similarity is the cosine angle between two vectors
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which can be expressed as equation (5.1).
→
−
→
−
a · b
cos θ =
→
−
−
||→
a || · || b ||

(5.1)

→
−
−
where →
a , b are feature vectors extracted from raw text using Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). TF-IDF is composed of two terms:
Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). TF measures the frequency of a term (a word) which appear in a document (a
review content). TF is calculated by the Equation (5.2). When computing
TF, all the words are treated equally important. However, the words which
appear less frequent are usually more informative than the high frequency
words. To tackle this problem, Inverse Document Frequency is incorporated
to scale down the importance of the frequent words and scale up the importance of the rare words. IDF measures how important a word is based on
a whole document space (all reviews written by a reviewer) which denotes
as D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn }. IDF is computed by equation (5.3), where |D| is
the total number of reviews, |d : t ∈ d| is the number of reviews where the
word t appears. idf (t) becomes larger when |d : t ∈ d| becomes smaller.
Therefore, a high frequency word in a review will become less important
if the number of reviews in which it appears is large. On the other hand,
the importance of a less frequent word will be scaled up when the word
appears in just a few reviews. TF-IDF is obtained by multiplying the term
frequency with the inverse document frequency as in equation (5.4).
the number of times the word t appears in review d
total number of word in review d
|D|
idf (t) = log
1 + |d : t ∈ d|

tf (t, d) =

tf -idf = tf (t, d) × idf (t)

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
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2. Percentage of Positive Review (PPR): It is less useful for a spammer
to give a neutral review rating to manipulate people’s view on a product.
Spammer might write mostly negative reviews or positive reviews. We
deﬁne a review rating of 1 to 2 as a negative review and 4 to 5 as a positive
review as Mukherjee et al. (2013) suggested.
3. Maximum Number of Reviews (MNR): MNR is the maximum number
of reviews that a reviewer writes in one day. It is a suspicious activity when
a spammer writes many reviews in one day.
4. Average of Review Length (ARL): This feature deﬁnes the average
length of reviews that a reviewer usually writes. ARL provides writing
characteristic of the spammer since the longer a review is, the more attention
it gets. To persuade consumers to believe, a spammer might write reviews
in a reasonable length.
5. Number of First Review (NFR): NFR deﬁnes the number of times
that a reviewer was the ﬁrst to post their reviews in products. The reviews
written earlier tends to have more inﬂuence on sale (Jindal and Liu, 2008).
6. Ratio of Rating (RR): RR is the ratio of a review rating to all other
ratings of the same product. If most of the review ratings in the same
product are positive, but the current rating is negative, it could be the case
that this reviewer tries to defame the product reputation. Thus, this ratio
value will be small. When the ratio value is larger, it might explain that
the owner of product is trying to over-praise the product or recover the
reputation of product from previous negative reviews.
7. Active Window (AW): The duration from the posting time of last review
to the current time (month).
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8. Membership Length (ML): The duration from the account creation date
to the current time (month).
9. Number of Review (NR): The total number of reviews that a reviewer
has written.
10. Average Post (AP): The number of reviews that a reviewer post in one
day.
11. Number of Friend (NFI): The number of friend a reviewer has. Yelp
provides a social media platform in which the users could follow or add the
other users as friends to their circles.
12. Number of Fan (NF): The number of fans a reviewer has.
13. Number of Tip (NT): The number of tips given by a reviewer.
14. Review Length (RL): The number of words in a reviewer.
15. Review Rating (RWR): The rating of a review (1-5).

Figure 5.4: Average review similarity and the number of reviews.
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5.4

Result and Analysis

In this experiment, we compare CSDE and CSDNN with ﬁve other methods including SVM, RUSBoost, SMOTEBoost, AdaCost and MetaCost which have obtained good results in the previous experiments. SVM is one of the representative
of traditional data mining algorithm. We perform ten-fold cross-validation and
report average generalization performance of testing data. For SVM, SMOTE
is applied to oversample the minority class examples (ratio 50:50). Polynomial
kernel is used as the kernel function of SVM. The cost functions of AdaCost and
MetaCost are [1, 5] and [1, 29] respectively. C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) is used as the
based learner for SMOTEBoost, AdaCost and MetaCost.
For CSDE algorithm, the hyperparameters of the main network C are following: H=[100,100], T=10, ﬁnetuning learning rate=0.01, pretraining learning
rate=0.001, ﬁnetuning iteration=100, pretraining iteration=300, dropout=0.5,
batch size=1. CSDNN is used as the base learner and its hyperparameters are
following: H=[200,200],T=10, ﬁnetuning learning rate=0.01, pretraining learning
rate=0.001, ﬁnetuning iteration=100, pretraining iteration=300, dropout=0.5,
batch size=5. The random cost values are generated between 1.5 and 2 with 0.04
standard deviation.
The hyperparameters of CSDNN algorithm are following: H=[100,100], cost
vector=[1,2], ﬁnetuning learning rate=0.01, pretraining learning rate=0.001, ﬁnetuning iteration=100, pretraining iteration=30, dropout=0.5, batch size=1.
Table 5.2 shows the results of the TPR, TNR, AUC and G-mean of the methods. The standard deviations of each result are shown in the second row under
the corresponding columns. Table 5.2 shows that CSDE performs better than
MetaCost in AUC and G-mean. MetaCost and CSDE obtain almost equal performance in TPR. The TPR value of CSDE is 0.1% lower than that of MetaCost.
For TNR, CSDE obtains 0.876 which is 5.5% higher than the TNR of MetaCost.
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CSDE outperforms CSDNN in all four metrics. The performance of CSDNN is
comparable to that of MetaCost.
CSDE outperforms SVM in all evaluation metrics. SVM achieves relatively
poor generalization performance especially in AUC which it achieves the lowest
value comparing to the other methods.
SMOTEBoost obtains a biased performance in which it achieves the lowest
TPR of 0.487 and TNR of 0.965. However, its AUC is considerably high comparing to MetaCost and SVM.
For CSDE and AdaCost, these two methods produce better performance comparing to the other four methods. The TPR and AUC of CSDE are slightly better
than those of AdaCost.
Figure 5.5 shows the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves of the
six methods. Since SVM obtains the lowest score of AUC, its ROC curve is located
far from the top left corner (See Section 4.2 for the details of ROC curve). CSDE
and AdaCost produce two ROC curves which are closed to the top left corner.
These two curves are almost overlapped each other; therefore, both methods
obtain similar performance in AUC.
In summary, we demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed method in fake
review detection by comparing with ﬁve of the popular class imbalance techniques.
The proposed method gains advantage over the other methods in separating the
two classes at diﬀerent thresholds. It also obtains the excellent results in predicting both fake reviews and non-fake reviews.
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Table 5.2: Result of the 10-fold cross validation experiment on fake review data
set.
Method
RUSBoost

SMOTEBoost

AdaCost

MetaCost

SVM

CSDNN

CSDE

TPR

TNR

AUC

G-mean

0.724

0.876

0.906

0.797

±0.112

±0.105

±0.041

±0.048

0.487

0.965

0.905

0.685

±0.077

±0.035

±0.020

±0.043

0.749

0.894

0.915

0.818

±0.095

±0.076

±0.020

±0.031

0.765

0.821

0.875

0.793

±0.111

±0.083

±0.038

±0.041

0.75

0.812

0.816

0.78

±0.041

±0.022

±0.046

±0.012

0.762

0.809

0.871

0.779

± 0.093

±0.112

±0.046

±0.043

0.764

0.876

0.918

0.818

± 0.126

±0.085

±0.030

±0.042

Figure 5.5: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Classiﬁcation is the most popular task in data mining. Many standard classiﬁcation algorithms were designed without consideration of the class distribution of
data. Most methods assume the data to have roughly equal class distribution and
treat diﬀerent classes equally important. However, class imbalance is very common in real-life problems ranging from fraud detection, direct market, network
intrusion detection, software defection to cancer diagnostic. Learning from class
imbalance data is a very challenging task for standard classiﬁcation algorithms.
In this work, we study the background and some of the state-of-the-art approaches of class imbalance problem. We also propose two methods to handle
class imbalance problem, namely Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network (CSDNN)
and Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network Ensemble (CSDE). CSDNN is a costsensitive version of Stack Denoising Autoencoders (SDAE). Since the cost function of SDAE is insensitive to class distribution, we propose another cost function
by incorporating with misclassiﬁcation costs (i.e. a cost vector) of the majority
class and minority class. In many real-life problems, minority class examples are
more valuable and costly than the majority class examples. By assigning the appropriate misclassiﬁcation costs, the majority class and minority class examples
are treated diﬀerently (i.e. according to their corresponding predeﬁned costs).
The new cost function has been shown to produce a high classiﬁcation accuracy
on minority class and also minimize the trade-oﬀ in the accuracy of the majority
class examples. The second method, CSDE, is an ensemble learning version of
CSDNN which is proposed to improve the generalization performance on class imbalance problem and reduce the diﬃculty of choosing the optimal predeﬁned cost
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vector of CSDNN. CSDE is an ensemble learning method which is divided into
four steps. In the ﬁrst step, a deep neural network based on SDAE is created for
layer-wise feature extraction. Next, we perform Bagging’s resampling procedure
with undersampling to split training data into a number of bootstrap samples.
In the third step, we apply a layer-wise feature extraction method to extract new
feature samples from each of the hidden layer(s) of the SDAE. In the fourth step,
the ensemble learning is performed by using each of the new feature samples to
train a CSDNN classiﬁer. A randomly generated cost vector is assigned to each
CSDNN classiﬁer to improve the diversity of the ensembles.
We conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed methods and the other existing methods including AdaCost, MetaCost,
RUSBoost, SMOTEBoost, AdaBoost, LogitBoost, Bagging, Logistic Regression,
Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, Bayesian Network and Decision Tree.
We have shown that CSDE outperforms the other methods in three evaluation
metrics: TPR, TNR and AUC. The results of average rank show that CSDE
and CSDNN rank the ﬁrst and second respectively among all methods. The proposed methods also obtain considerably low average generalization gaps which
imply that the methods are unlikely to have overﬁtting problem. Excluding our
two proposed methods, the AdaCost and MetaCost are also able to outperform
the other compared methods in generalization performance. In summary, of all
the compared methods, the four cost-sensitive approaches (CSDE, CSDNN, AdaCost, MetaCost) are more capable of handling class imbalance problem on our
six real-life data sets. We also demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of CSDE to solve
the fake review detection problem.

6.1

Contributions

There are three key contributions of this work. The ﬁrst contribution is that
we propose a Cost-Sensitive Deep Neural Network by making Stacked Denoising
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Autoencoders cost-sensitive. SDAE provides an eﬀective method to train deep
neural network and has been shown to outperform many other methods in general
classiﬁcation problems. By modifying its cost function as in CSDNN, we have
shown that SDAE can also be used to address class imbalance problem.
The second contribution is that we propose an ensemble learning method
(CSDE) by using CSDNN as a base learner. CSDE utilizes the idea of data
resampling in Bagging which is often used for general classiﬁcation problems.
For class imbalance problem, we implement another data resampling procedure
by adopting random undersampling with replacement on majority class examples.
This procedure results in a set of balanced bootstrap samples which ease the
problem of choosing the optimal cost vector of CSDNN. In this method, we
also perform layer-wise feature extraction inspired by Vertical Voting (Xie et al.,
2013). Our approach is diﬀerent from the vertical voting that instead of using
the original training data, we use the generated bootstrap samples to extract the
new feature samples. Therefore, more feature subsets can be extracted and used
to form the ensembles.
The third contribution is that this is the ﬁrst work that conducts experiment
for class imbalance problem on real-life application data in diﬀerent business
domains ranging from direct marketing, churn prediction, credit scoring, fraud
detection to fake review detection. Although there are many research studies for
class imbalance problem, the experiments discussed in these studies were usually
conducted on relatively small data sets or even on artiﬁcial data.

6.2

Limitations

Although our proposed methods achieve excellent results in handling class imbalance problem, there are some limitations of this research. Firstly, CSDNN is a
computationally intensive algorithm. Training a CSDNN usually requires a long
execution time mainly depending on the size of the training set, the number of
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hidden layers and the number of hidden units. When applying CSDNN to CSDE,
much more computational resources are required to train an ensemble of CSDNN
classiﬁers. The eﬃciency of training CSDE will be improved if multiple Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) or multi-core Central Processing Units (CPUs) are
available. Secondly, although the data sets used in the experiments are relatively
large and practical comparing to those of the previous studies of class imbalance
problem, it is suggested that very large data sets are more suitable for deep neural
network to achieve the best generalization performance.

6.3

Future Works

In this work, we focus on solving class imbalance problem for binary classiﬁcation
problems. While class imbalance problem also occurs in multi-class classiﬁcation
problems, extending the proposed methods to solve multi-class imbalance problem is worth studying. One preliminary solution is to incorporate misclassiﬁcation
cost matrix of multiple classes to the cost function of CSDNN. However, choosing
an optimal cost matrix will be another problem to be solved. Another possible
solution is to propose a new data sampling method for CSDE to generate diverse
bootstrap samples in which each sample is included with diﬀerent part of information belonging to each class. This solution might require many samples to be
generated.
In CSDE, a number of CSDNN classiﬁers are trained with identical hyperparameters (except for cost vector which is randomly generated). Some hyperparameters such as the number of hidden layers and hidden units, learning rate,
batch size, pre-training epoch and ﬁne-tuning epoch are the inﬂuential factors
which aﬀect the generalization performance. Using diﬀerent hyperparameters for
learning the ensembles will produce more diverse CSDNN classiﬁers with diﬀerent
characteristics which complement each other weakness.
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Appendix A

Details of Data Sets

A.1

CCSF

Table A.1: The deﬁnitions and types of each attribute in CCSF data set.
Attributes

Types

Deﬁnitions

industry

char

The industry that the ﬁrm belongs to

abshare

char

A-share or B-share market

market

char

Listed in Shanghai or Shenzhen

location

char

The location of the ﬁrm

asset

ﬂoat

The asset of the ﬁrm

shortterm

ﬂoat

Working Capital to Total Assets Ratio

operating

ﬂoat

Fixed Asset Turnover

longterm

ﬂoat

Liabilities to Total Assets Ratio

earning

ﬂoat

Return on Asset

risklevel

ﬂoat

Total Leverage

roe

ﬂoat

Earnings Per Share

hdividend

char

Whether the ﬁrm pay dividend

dividend

ﬂoat

The dividend paid to shareholders

shareholders

int

The number of shareholders

employees

int

The number of employees

chairCEO

bool

The chairman and CEO are the same

meeting

int

The number of boards meeting

type

char

The ﬁrm commits fraud or not
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A.2

Default Credit

Table A.2: The deﬁnitions and types of each attribute in Default Credit data
set.
Attributes

Types

Deﬁnitions

X1

ﬂoat

Amount of the given credit

X2

char

Gender (1=male, 2=female)

X3

char

Education (1=graduate, 2=university,3=high
school, 4=others)

X4

char

Marital status (1=married, 2=single, 3=others)

X5

int

Age (year)

X6-X11

ﬂoat

History of past payment from April to September
2015

X12-X17

ﬂoat

Amount of bill from April to September 2015

X18-X23

ﬂoat

Amount of previous payment from April to
September 2015

X24

char

Label of a customer (0=pay, 1=non-pay)
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A.3

Direct Marketing

Table A.3: The deﬁnitions and types of each attribute in DM data set.
Attributes

Types

Deﬁnitions

prord85

ﬂoat

Prior order from promotion 85

salcat

char

Sales category (categorical)

crcpr85

ﬂoat

Prior responses to promotion 85

totord

ﬂoat

Total number of orders

totsale

ﬂoat

Total amount of sale

hcrd

char

Use of house credit card

cash

char

Cash payment

tele

char

Order by telephone

salﬂg

char

Sales ﬂag

pred r1

ﬂoat

Predicted recency

resid r1

ﬂoat

Residual of predicted recency

pred f1

ﬂoat

Predicted frequency

resid f1

ﬂoat

Residual of predicted frequency

pred m1

ﬂoat

Predicted money

resid m1

ﬂoat

Residual of predicted money

salcls3

ﬂoat

Sales from class 3 products

ssorcls3

ﬂoat

Orders from class 3 products

label

char

Responder or non-responder
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A.4

Churn

Table A.4: The deﬁnitions and types of each attribute in Churn data set.
Attributes

Types Deﬁnitions

MOU MEAN

ﬂoat

Mean number of monthly minutes of use

TOTMRC M

ﬂoat

Mean total monthly recurring charge

ROAM MEA

ﬂoat

Mean number of roaming calls

REV RANG

ﬂoat

Range of revenue

MOU RANG

ﬂoat

Range of number of minutes of use

TOTMRC R

ﬂoat

Range of total monthly recurring charge

VCEOVR R

ﬂoat

Range of revenue of voice overage

ROAM RAN

ﬂoat

Range of number of roaming calls

CHANGE M

ﬂoat

Percentage change in monthly minutes of
use vs previous three month average

CHANGE R

ﬂoat

Percentage change in monthly revenue vs
previous three month average

DROP VCE

ﬂoat

Mean number of dropped (failed) voice calls

BLCK VCE

ﬂoat

Mean number of blocked (failed) voice calls

IWYLIS V

ﬂoat

Mean number of inbound wireless to wireless voice calls

PEAK VCE

ﬂoat

Mean number of inbound and outbound
peak voice calls

V70

ﬂoat

Pre-processed variables

V74

ﬂoat

Pre-processed variables

V81

ﬂoat

Pre-processed variables

V82

ﬂoat

Pre-processed variables
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A.5

KDD98

Table A.5: The deﬁnitions and types of each attribute in KDD98 data set.

Attributes

Types

Deﬁnitions

MONTHS SINCE ORIGIN

ﬂoat

Elapsed time since ﬁrst donation

IN HOUSE

char

Is in-house donor?

OVERLAY SOURCE

char

M = Metromail, P = Polk, B =
both

DONOR AGE

int

Age as of June 1997

DONOR GENDER

char

Actual or inferred gender

PUBLISHED PHONE

char

Published telephone listing

HOME OWNER

char

Is home owner?

MOR HIT

ﬂoat

Mail order response hit rate

CLUSTER

char

54 socioeconomic cluster codes

SES

char

5 socioeconomic cluster codes

INCOME

char

7 income group levels

MED HOUSEHOLD INCOME

ﬂoat

Median income

PER CAPITA INCOME

ﬂoat

Income per capita

WEALTH

char

10 wealth rating groups

MED HOME VALUE

ﬂoat

Median home value

PCT OWNER OCCUPIED

ﬂoat

Percent owner-occupied housing

URBANICITY

char

U=urban,C=city,S=suburban,T=town,
R=rural,M=unknown

PCT MALE MILITARY

ﬂoat

Percent male military in block

PCT MALE VETERANS

ﬂoat

Percent male veterans in block

PCT VIETNAM VETERANS

ﬂoat

Percent Vietnam veterans in block

PCT WWII VETERANS

ﬂoat

Percent World War II veterans in
block
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NUMBER PROM 12

int

Number of promotions in the last
12 months

CARD PROM 12

int

Number of card promotions in the
last 12 months

FREQ STATUS 97NK

ﬂoat

Frequency status, June 1997

RECENCY STATUS 96NK

ﬂoat

Recency status, June 1996

LAST GIFT AMT

ﬂoat

Amount of the most recent donation

RECENT RESPONSE COUNT

int

Recent response count

RECENT RESPONSE PROP

ﬂoat

Recent response proportion

RECENT AVG GIFT AMT

ﬂoat

Recent average gift amount

RECENT STAR STATUS

char

Recent STAR status (1 = yes, 0 =
no)

CARD RESPONSE COUNT

int

Response count since June 1994

CARD RESPONSE PROP

ﬂoat

Response proportion since June
1994

CARD AVG GIFT AMT

ﬂoat

Average gift amount since June
1994

PROM

int

Total number of promotions

GIFT COUNT

int

Total number of donations

AVG GIFT AMT

ﬂoat

Overall average gift amount

GIFT AMOUNT

ﬂoat

Total gift amount

MAX GIFT Maximum

ﬂoat

gift amount

GIFT RANGE

ﬂoat

Maximum less minimum gift
amount

MONTHS SINCE FIRST

int

First donation date from June
1997

MONTHS SINCE LAST

int

Last donation date from June 1997
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PEP STAR

char

STAR status ever (1 = yes, 0 =
no)

CARD PROM

int

Number of card promotion

MIN GIFT

ﬂoat

Minimum gift amount

LABLE

char

1=donor, 0=non-donor
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A.6

Retail Bank

Table A.6: The deﬁnitions and types of each attribute in Retail Bank data set.
Attributes

Types

Deﬁnitions

age

int

Age of customer

job

char

Type of jobs

marital

char

Marital status: divorced, married, single, unknown

education

char

Education: basic.4y, basic.6y, high school, illiterate,
professional.course, university, unknown

default

char

Has credit in default: Yes, No, Unknown

housing

char

Has housing loan: Yes, No, Unknown

loan

char

Has personal loan: Yes, No, Unknown

contact

char

Contact communication type: cellular, telephone

month

int

Last contact month of year

day of week

int

Last contact day of the week

campaign

int

Number of contacts performed during his campaign
and for this client

pdays

int

Number of days that passed by after the client was
last contacted from a previous campaign

previous

int

Number of contacts performed before this campaign and
for this client

poutcome

char

Outcome of the previous marketing campaign:
failure, nonexistent, success

emp var rate

ﬂoat

Employment variation rate - quarterly indicator

cons price idx

ﬂoat

Consumer price index - monthly indicator

cons conf idx

ﬂoat

Consumer conﬁdence index - monthly indicator

euribor3m

ﬂoat

Euribor 3 month rate - daily indicator

nr employed

int

Number of employees - quarterly indicator

label

char

Has the client subscribed a term deposit: Yes, No
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